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The nuclear wasting of the West
The nation's nuclear weapons industry has left a dangerous

legacy of radioactive wastes strewn around the West. They are
polluting our water, land and air. Even worse, Congress's Office
of Technology Assessment recently concluded that the Depart-
ment of Energy, which oversees this poisonous complex, isn't
evencapable of cleaning it up. High Country News examines the

current mess with four stories that report on Washington's Han-
ford Reservation, the Idaho National Engineering Lab, Colorado's
Rocky Flats plant and the proposed underground storage facility
at Nevada's Yucca Mountain, plus a policy overview from Wash-
ington, D.C. But amid the current federal disarray, Westerners
nowhave an unusual opportunity to protect their environment.

DOE flounders
over nuclear
weapons policy
___ -lbyWilliam Lanouette

WASHINGTON, D.C. -
Energy Secretary James D.
Watkins warned President

Bush last year that most of the sites in
his agency's weapons-making complex
"have safety deficiencies that impair our
ability to ensure the health and safety of
both our workers and the public." Since
then, the situation has only gotten worse.

Earlier this year DOE finally issued
a five-year budget for its sprawling
nuclear-weapons production facilities
that Congress had asked to get in 1989.
The document provides lawmakers with
the first details about how Watkins
hopes to cope with widespread contami-
nation and cleanup tasks at the 17 sites
in his 12-state weapons-making com-
plex.

DOE also announced its "Complex
21" study, meant to help Watkins decide
how to modernize and reorganize his
whole aging. scandal-ridden weapons
system by 2015. The plan, however,
merely lays out "options": for Congress
to haggle over. DOE plans to hold pub-
lic hearings at its weapons sites. Some
"preferred options" include relocating
nuclear weapons production from Rocky
Flats, Colo., to an unnamed location,
and consolidating non-nuclear activities
at a single site,

Then last month, Congress's analyt-
ical arm, the Office of Technology
Assessment, concluded that Watkins's
agency lacked the capability of cleaning
up its nuclear pollution mess.

"DOE's stated goal - to clean up
all weapons sites within 30 years - is
unfounded because it is not based on
meaningful estimates of work to be
done, the level of cleanup to be accom-
plished, or the availability of technolo-
gies to achieve certain cleanup levels,"
the report said. "Neither DOE nor any
other agency has been able to prepare
reliable cost estimates for the total
cleanup." Curiously, the DOE issued a
press release to say it was "encouraged"
by the OTA report. 'I

Four sites in the West are especially
ripe for congressional haggling - and
concern. These are the Hanford Reserva-
tion near Richland, Wash.; the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) near Idaho Falls, Idaho; the
Rocky Flats Plant near Denver, Colo.;

Canttnued on page 11

Alone fisherman works the Columbia River across from the Hanford Reservation

Hanford's pollution is spreading
----bby Karen Dom Steele

The barbed-wire fences, security
checkpoints and machine-gun
stations at the remote, 560-acre

Hanford Nuclear Reservation in south-
central Washington have served for more
than 40 years to protect the product
made there - highly radioactive pluto-
nium for nuclear bombs. While increas-
ingly sophisticated security systems have
been designed to keep terrorists from
getting in, no security device was ever
installed to prevent nuclear wastes, the
deadly byproducts of plutonium produc-
tion, from getting out.

In 45 years of bomb production at
Hanford, these wastes have escaped into
the environment from plant stacks, leak-
ing tanks, ditches and deep injection
wells. Contaminated groundwater is now
reaching the Columbia River on the
reservation's northern and eastern
perimeters.

Hanford's nuclear burial grounds
hold 63 percent of the volume and 37
percent of the radioactivity of all the

nuclear wastes generated by U.S. nuclear
bomb builders since the 1940s. This
makes Hanford the most contaminated
site in the nation's nuclear weapons
complex - and its biggest cleanup chal-
lenge.

To make matters worse, tbe soil
contamination is spreading by more than
20 acres a year. Hanford officials con-
cede they still do not have a complete
inventory of all the wastes that have
been poured and dumped into the soil.
Such previously undisclosed hazards as
potentially explosive hydrogen gas and
ferrocyanide mixtures in huge nuclear
waste storage tanks have surfaced in
recent months.

Because the last of its nuclear pro-
duction planes closed in 1988 for safety
reasons, cleanup and not weapons pro-
duction will be Hanford's future mis-
sion. Cleaning up a total of 1,400 waste
sites and four groundwater contamina-
tion plumes at Hanford will be costly -
an estimated $3.1 billion for the next
five years alone. The total cost could
exceed $50 billion.

But signs of trouble in the cleanup
agenda are already evident. Officials in
charge of the cleanup now acknowledge
that they are only beginning to compre-
hend the depth and severity of Hanford's
contamination problems. Also, the 30-
year Hanford cleanup agreement signed
less than two years ago by Washington
state, the Department of Energy and the
Environmental Protection Agency
already faces a two-year delay. After the
Energy Department proposed delays in
the Hanford cleanup agreement last
month, Washington Gov. Booth Gardner
and other state officials-charged that the
Bush administration was retreating on its
cleanup commitment.

Most disturbing, however, are the
conclusions of an Office of Technology
Assessment study released late last
month. The study was highly critical of
the Energy Department's cleanup efforts
nationwide. The OTA. Congress's ana-
lytical arm, said the department had not
yet developed the capability of dealing

Canttnued on page 9
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Visitors

Moments of balmier weather are
encouraging drop-ins after a long cold
spell. Melissa Paly and David Bachelder,
from Boston, Mass., stopped to visit on
their way to Telluride, Colo., to ski.
Melissa, a film producer for the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, formerly
worked in New Mexico and Utah. Robin
Baxter, formerly of Patagonia, Ariz., has
taken to the road on a leave of absence
from managing two Nature Conservancy
preserves there. Asked if he was a sub-
scriber, he said cheerfully, "I used to be,
when I had an address."

Outdoor Education

HCN's annual guide to Outdoor
Education in the West will not appear
this spring. We concluded that our edito-
rial and business resources are better
spent doing what we do best - cover-
ing the region's environmental concerns.
In this respect, we are hard at work on
another special issue, this time on the
future of the Pacific Northwest's salmon
and steelhead fisheries. Also, we note
that other publications are now doing an
excellent job of providing information
about outdoor education.

Recycling response

In our "Dear friends" report on
shifting to partially recycled newsprint

. - (HCN, 3/11/91), we mentioned that the
average cost of fulfilling each subscrip-
tion would go up by $1.29. Now our
ever-generous readers are making their
own statements about the shift. Caren
vonGontard of Whitefish, Mont., and
-Barry Kling of Columbia, Mo., wrote to
thank us and included contributions to
help offset the extra cost. Caren also
asked us to "give up the 'whiteness'
standard and forego the toxin-producing
bleaching process."

Caren touches a hot issue here on
whiteness. High Country News has prid-
ed itself in the past on its visual impact
and the brightness of its graphics. We
would be interested to know what other
subscribers think about the tradeoff in
giving up whiteness.

"Most arresting"

"It's never easy saying goodbye,"
says Michael Bencic, one of our winter
interns who departed several weeks ago.
One of the "fun duties" Mike said he will
miss was going through the mail, because
of the surprising news and organization
names in some of the announcements. FOf
Mike and his fellow interns Erika and
John, the favorites were the Colorado
West Sweet Com and Broccoli Adminis-
trative Committees of Montrose, Colo.,
and the National Association of Dumpster
Divers and Urban Miners of Old Dump
Road, Big Fork. Mont.

Correction

The photograph of the gila monster
that appeared on page 4 of the March 11,
1991 issue was taken by Charles S. Rau,
not Karen Hayes. We regret the error.

- And speaking of photographs, the pic-
tureon page 2 of the Feb. 11, 1991 issue in
the "Dear friends" column wasno ''photog-
rapher's joke." It showed a bison behind a
fence and a sign that read, "Don't cross this
field unless you can do it in 9.9 seconds.
The bull can do it in 10." Reader Catherine
James wrote in to say the signwas put up at
the Fermi National Accelerator Laboralory
in Batavia, Ill., where she works, to warn
joggers and visitors to the lab to stay out of
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the bison's pasture. She adds that the sign
was taken down shortly after it was erected
three years ago. "Apparently some insur-
ance person thought it constituted a chal-
lenge," shewrote, adding that the lab is
restoring prairie grasses on its land.

New Interns

Emily Jackson is from Albuquerque,
N.M., where she worked as an occupa-
tional therapist after attending Colorado
State University in Fort Collins. Looking
for a change, she spent last spring and
fall working in Canyonlands National
Park, first as a volunteer through the Stu-
dent Conservation Association, and then
as a ranger. During the summer she was
a "soda-jerk extraordinaire" in Moab,

Utah; this winter, until a few weeks ago,
she was a lift operator at Telluride. Now
she has landed at HCN to revive a long-
standing interest in journalism and the
environment,

Jacob Forman, a "mostly" New York-
er, is enrolled at Brown University in
Providence, R.I. Yearning for travel and a
"real-world" education, he decided to take
a year off from his studies, beginning in
in Brazil, where he maintains dual citizen-
ship. He first worked with an ecologist on
an island in southern Brazil, and then
joined an educational circus as a clown to
tour the Amazon. Why Paonia now? After
the Amazon, where else!

-Larry Mosher and Mary Jarrett
for the staJ!

•••

NOW IN PAPERBACK
Winner of the

Caroline Bancroft
History Prize

"Extraordinary ...
narrative history as good as it gets, full of movement
and color, rich in all the necessary detail. .. Martin
reveals some of the unmeasured costs that accrue
when the dream of human progress is left in the
hands of engineers and the poetry of landscape is
taken from us."

-T.H. Watkins, Editor, Wilderness

"Both a saga
and a parable ...

We have needed such a record of the war
between our appetites and our dreams, and
now we've got it." -Charles Bowden, Los An-
geles Times Book Review

An Owl Book

IIIHENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, INC. III
115 Wesl18thJSlreet, New York, NY 10011

At all
Book-

sellers
or Call

1-800-247·3912
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Ranger Gillies meets the New A

~

e in Sedona, Arizona
Nobody mentioned vortexes or

prayer wheels when Bob Gillies trained
to become a U.S. Forest Service ranger
20 years ago.

But now that he is district ranger for
the Sedona area of the Coconino Nation-
al Forest, Gillies is more than familiar
with many of these concepts, buzzwords
and shrines of the New Age movement.

In fact, he spends an increasing
amount of time protecting the forest
from New Age pilgrims and curiosity
seekers who go to Sedona in search of
crystals with healing powers and vortex-
es of cosmic energy that reportedly lurk
among the red rocks.

Gillies said these New Age visitors
may travel to Sedona shrines with the best
of intentions, but the practice is wreaking
havoc on the age-old environment

"I don't know what they do there,
but they construct these things," Gillies
said. "There are a lot of folks leaving
these shrines and symbols. It takes away
from the enjoyment for other people."

The ranger said some of the struc-
tures involve the rearranging of large
numbers of rocks. And they were erected
in wilderness areas where man-made
structures are banned.

"I'm sure these people don't think
of it as vandalism, but when you get
right down to it, whether you're rear-
ranging the rocks into some three-foot-
high circle, or knocking down a sign, it's
still not the right thing to do." .,

But not everyone in Sedona agrees
that there are environmental problems,
said Tori Heide, manager of the Crystal
Magic bookstore.

"There are definitely all degrees of
opinion on this," she said. "There's no
doubt in mymind that there was a problem. -
But there are many people who would
argue that 'medicine wheels' belong on the
land. The argumentis that they date back ID
the American Indians and that they have a
spiritual right to build them,"

Heide said her bookstore and other
businesses hand out flyers urging people
not to trample plants or build shrines.

. But that position is not shared by every-
one in the loosely defined movement

"Once, the Forest Service tried to
organize some volunteers to put the

Charles Allen
Amodern-day medicIne wheel Is displayed by Gary KIss, recreation manager for the U.S. Forest Service in Sedona

rocks from one of the medicine wheels
back where they came from," she said.
"Not many people showed up. A week
later, they were all back in the shape of a
medicine wheel,"

Once the shrines are constructed,
they become gathering points or focal
points for practitioners and the curious,
Gillies said. As a result of the heavier
use, vegetation is trampled and erosion
begins, he said.

On Schnebly Hill, adherents have
created a prayer or medicine wheel, a
ring ~of rocks several hundred feet across.
Throughout the Coconino National For-
est, crosses and little statues are left
behind. And believers build sweat hous-
es, little igloo-type buildings made of
rocks and dirt. Boynton Canyon has a
prayer wheel that is about three or four
feet tall and about 20 feet across. Gillies
says it looks like a fort.

And that is not the only problem .
Organized tours amplify erosion prob-
lems at designated New Age stops, such
as the vortexes. The vortexes are sup-

posed to be focal points for some sort of
'energy, Gillies said.

In some of these heavily used areas,
the Forest Service has restricted the
tours, he said.

"When these tours of New Age
tourists or just plain curiosity seekers
come through ... solitude can get dis-
turbed real quick," he said.

At sites of heavy traffic, erosion
begins with the grass and loss of soils, he
said. And it spreads to the oak brush, and
cypress. and juniper trees common to the
. Sedona ·area.

"It affects the root systems of the
smaller brush and trees," Gillies said.

Gillies said the New Age use of the
Sedona-area forest began in earnest in
1986. He said it got even heavier with a
large New Age event, the "bannonic con-
vergence," in August 1987. Believers give
many versions of what converging is. But
it generally was agreed among participants
that the convergence would usher in a new
age of peace and harmony.

Gillies said he has no opposition to

New Age beliefs or its practitioners, just
to disturbances of the woods and wilder-
ness. "A Jot of people go out there to
meditate or find some kind of harmony,"
he said. "That's great. Everybody can
appreciate a little peace and quiet now
and then. I just want to make sure it's
available to everybody."

Gillies said he never expected to
become an expert on convergences or
vortexes, but he has. "I found out what a
vortex is, but I'm not even clear why
these spots were chosen," he said. "And
J still don't know what you do in a sweat
house - sweat, I guess.

"Nobody even knew about those
things in the days I trained to be a
ranger. Some of it is reai interesting. But
even if it's interesting, it's my job to pro-
tect the forest"

- Jonathan Sidener

Jonathan Sidener is a reporter for
The Arizona Republic, where this story
first appeared.

ForestService OKs drilHng
in Montana wilderness

The Forest Service has approved
exploratnry oil drilling in Montana's
Badger-Two Medicine Wilderness. The
130,OOO-acreroadless area in Lewis and
Clark National Forest south of Glacier
Park holds religious and traditional val-
ues for the Blackfeet people and contains
prime habitat for grizzly bears and the
returning gray wolf (HeN, 11/5/90). The
Forest Service's decision to let Fina Oil
and Chemical Co. drill comes despite
overwhelming public opposition; over
95 percent of the comments submitted to
the Forest Service asked that the Badger
be left undisturbed. Sen. Max Baucus,
D-Mont., and Rep. Pat Williams, D,
have introduced legislation to block the
drilling until further study can occur.
"Such vast public opinion should be
heeded," Baucus said in a statement.
"The Forest Service is conducting a real
exercise in futility." The Environmental
Impact Statement for the project claims
the Badger could hold I million to 10
million barrels of oil, or enough to

power the United States for one to 14
hours. Drilling is slated to begin July I.

Pentagon's emJironmental
regulations waived

If, in war, the first casualty is truth,
then the second is the environment As the
military ravaged the deserts of the Middle

..East under a veil of secrecy, an environ-
mental group disclosed that Pentagon facil-
ities in the United States are operating in
the same fashion. TheNational Toxic Cam-
paign Fund, a Boston-basedgroup studying
pollution on the nation's military bases,
revealed that the White House waived
requirements of the National Environmen-
IaI Policy Act Environmenlallaws contain
provisions allowing the President or the
Cabinet IDgrant exemptions "if such action
is in the paramount interest of the United
States." The waiver came in August, just
after Iraq invaded Kuwait; Pentagon offi-
cials say it bas not been in effect since the
war ended. The waiver, which affected
more than 25 million acres of Pentagon
lands, many of them in the West, allowed
the Pentagon to launch new activities such
as new weapons testing without the usnal
public scrutiny provided by environmenlal
reviews. Terrence O'Donnell, the Pen-

lagon's general counsel.told The New York
Times that be did not intend IDabuse the
exemption: "Our intention [is] that it be
used with care and only when reason and
good policy dictate." But Dyan Ohienberg,
a National Toxic Campaign Fund regional
director, says, "The waiver has given the
Pentagon a license to pollute."

u.s. well water
may be harmful

Nitrates were found in more than half
the drinking water wells tested during a
national, five-year U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency survey. The $12 million
survey was the first of its kind ever con-
ducted in the United States. More than
1,300 community and rural wells from
every state were tested for 126 pesticides
and pesticide breakdown products, includ-
ing nitrates. Nitrates in groundwater have
several sources, including fertilizers,
human and animal wastes, and naturally
occurring nitrogen in soils. Although EPA
officials said the survey gave no cause for
alarm, nearly 2 percent of the tested wells,
most of them in rural areas, contained
nitrate levels above the 10parts per million
considered safe for human health. To find
out state-specific results of the survey, call

EPA Groundwater Project Officer Randy
Brown at 303/293-1703.

In one payment,
out the other

The Forest Service often misleads
counties by saying that they will benefit
economically from logging and mining
within their borders, says a study by a
New Mexico conservation group. The
Forest Service makes two types of pay-
ments to counties: a fixed, annual com-
pensation for tax-exempt federal lands
within county lines, and a 25-percent
share of gross receipts from projects like
logging. The Forest Service emphasizes
the latter revenue, the Forest Trust's
Lane Krahl explained, "and starts telling
counties, 'We've got to cut timber here
or the county won't get any money.' "
The catch is that the amount of the log-
ging payment is subtracted from the
fixed compensation. As a result, the
county receives no more money than it
would if it refused to allow the logging.
"What the federal government gives to
counties with one hand, it takes away
with the other," says Krahl. ''The bottom
line is that logging does not directly ben-
efit most counties."
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HOTLINE
Flaming Gorge Dam
burtsflsb

Utah's giant Flaming Gorge Dam on
the Green River is violating the Endan-
gered Species Act with dam operations
that threaten fragile populations of rare
fish. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
says the dam must makemajor operational
changes to prevent extinction of the Col-
orado squawfish, humpbuck chub, bony-
tail chub and razorback sucker. Since the
dam's gates closed in 1962, only one Col-
orado squawfish has been sighted above
Flaming Gorge in Wyoming. U.S. Fish
and Wildlife biologists want the Bureau of
Reclamation to curb the rapid flow
changes at t!'e dam that cause the river to
rise and fall several feet in an hour, trap-
ping fish in puddles away from the cur-
rent Biologists also want to nearly double
Flaming Gorge's flows for six weeks each
spring when fish are spawning. The pro-
posals would cut peak hydropower gener-
ation but provide a boon for whitewater
enthusiasts below the dam in Dinosaur
National Monument. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife will direct changes in the darn's
operation with a formal decision, to be
issued by July. Last year, concerns about
the endangered fish helped block the $580
million Animas-La Plata water project in
southwestern Colorado.

Forest Seruice recreation
sites deteriorating

A recently released congressional
audit claims that Forest Service recreation
facilities nationwide are rapidly deteriorat-
ing because of lack of funds and question-
able budget practices. The General
Accounting Office says there is a $449 mil-
lion backlog of necessarymaintenance and
reconstruction at Forest Service sites -
more than twice the amount reported by the
Forest Service five years ago. Over $100
million worth of the repairs are directly
related to health and safetyhazards, such as
deficient water -supply systems. The Forest
Service manages 191millionacres and pr0-

vides 250 million recreation visitor days a
year, more than any other federal agency.
But while recreation use has increased on
Forest Service lands over the last 10 years,
budget requests for recreation maintenance
and construction have decreased by 78 per-
cent, according to the GAO study. Actual
appropriations in that category as finally
approved by Congress rose from $6 million
to $50 million in the pastdecade. The GAO
report also revealed that although virtually
all recreation activity occurs at the local
forest level, less than 40 percent of the
money allocated for recreation manage-
ment was spent by districtoffices.

Nevada test site
contamination

Nevada Gov. Bob Miller says he is
"shocked and thoroughly infuriated about
the hypocrisy of the Department of Ener-
gy." According to theLas Vegas Review-
Journal, the DOE failed to notify state
officials of groundwater contamination
apparently caused by a 1977 nuclear test
at the Nevada Test Site, 65 miles north-
west of Las Vegas. In 1985 scientists dis-
covered radioactive materials, including
tritium and plutonium, in groundwater
samples. The Energy Department signed
an agreement with Nevada this year
requiring that the state be notified if con-
tamination is found at the test site. But
the DOE contends that the contamination
is contained within the test area and
poses no public health risk. Gov. Miller
has ordered an investigation.

Arizona golf courses suck
water from domestic uses

Arizona is well on its way to becom-
ing the Southwest's golf mecca. The
state has 191 golf courses now, and
could have 250 by the year 2010,.
according to Ed Gowan, executive direc-
tor of the Arizona Golf Association.

Golf courses in Arizona currently use
over 100,000 acre-feet of water each year
- about 10 percent of Arizona's non-agri-
cultural water budget. This is placing a
rapidly increasing strain on groundwater
and murticipaJwater supplies.

The state's 1980 Groundwater Act
has put limits on the amount of water
that new golf courses can use; in the
future it will limit their size. New cours-
es are limited to 5 acre-feet of water per
acre of turf. By 1999, new courses will
be allowed only 4.6 acre-feet per acre,
and will face a size limit of 5 acres of
turf per hole. The goal of the act is to
halt groundwater overdraft by 2025.

The groundwater act also encourages
golf courses and other turf-related facilities
to use treated effluent instead of primary
water sources where they can. While
Gowan agrees that "any green space should
be irrigated by effluent water," he worries
that Arizona's water restrictions are send-
ing developers to other states.

The Foothills area northeast of
Phoenix is a focal point of golf-course
development in Arizona. It includes the
semi-rural town of Cave Creek and
wealthy, retiree-oriented Carefree, as
well as the northern reaches of Phoenix
and its eastern suburb, Scottsdale.

The 94-square-mile area of north
Scottsdale is home to eight golf courses.
At least 13 more are planned for the
future, and more will undoubtedly be
approved. As fonmer Scottsdale Planning
Commission chaimnan Richard Thomas
said in 1987 when approving plans for a
new golf course, "Scottsdale's number-
one industry is tourism, and we must do
everything we can to encourage it."

Developers in the Foothills and else-
where in Arizona insist that their pro-
jects must include a "golf amenity" in
order to succeed. Some developers have
reported that banks are reluctant to lend
money to projects that do not include a
golf course.

In Scottsdale, the city council
recently passed the controversial Envi-
ronmentally Sensitive Lands Ordinance.
One of its provisions, pushed by devel-
opers, allows 25 percent of a develop-
menr'sIand scheduled for golf course
construction - land otherwise consid-
ered "Developed Open Space" - to be
. classified "Natural Area Open Space."
This allows developers to reduce the
amount of land they would normally be

required to leave alone.
Three of Scotts-

dale's existing golf
courses were built on
land owned by Desert
Mountain Development
Co. in extreme northern
Scottsdale, immediately
east of Carefree. Con-
struction of the private
courses converted 600
acres of the Sonoran
Desert into turf.

These courses use
groundwater from a
limited water basin
upon which the towns

.. re dependent - the
12-square-mile Cave
Creek-Carefree aquifer.
Desert Mountain, half-
owned by the Mobil
Land Development
Corp., pumps 1,700
acre-feet of groundwa-
ter per year for its golf
courses. By compari-
son, all the residential
wells in the basin put
together use about half
that amount

The water table in
the aquifer has fallen at
a rate of eight to 16 feet
per year since the golf
courses were built.
Many residential well
owners have had to drill
their wells deeper.
.Anger over this situa-
tion provoked about
100 residents to picket
Desert Mountain's
"Tradition" golf tourna-
ment last year.

In order to receive a
groundwater withdrawal
penmit from the Arizona
Department of Water Fred Goodsell
Resources, Desert Moun- A golf ball-riddled saguaro at Eagle Creek
tain was required to obtain permission struction of the CAP pipeline. As a
from neighboring communities. In a 1986 result, the Town of Carefree has taken
letter seeking permission from the Town the company to court, asking that pump-
of Carefree, Desert Mountain stated that it ing be stopped. The suit is in litigation.
would stop using groundwater from the In 1995, Scottsdale's CAP system
aquifer by January 1, 1990, and would will begin to mix treated effluent into the ,
replace it with a 954-acre-foot-per-year system, but it will be a long time before
allotment of Central Arizona Project effluent makes up a significant proper-
water. Since 954 acre-feet is just over half tion, since the effluent recovery area is
of its current need, the company has been sparsely populated.
seeking the rights to other CAP allot-
ments .

Desert Mountain did not meet the
deadline, because of trouble negotiating
with the City of Scottsdale over con-

- Stephen M. Jones

Stephen M. Jones is a botanist and
free-lance writer inCave Creek, Arizona

Fred Goodsell

Picketers at last year's "Tradition" golf tournament at Desert Mountain
I
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Winter-use plan for Yellowstone and Grand Teton debated
The battle over winter tourism in

Yellowstone and Grand Teton national
parks has come to a head with the
release of a controversial winter-use plan
and Environmental Assessment to guide
park policy for the next HJ to 15 years. It
could set a precedent that will doom
attempts to protect the natural resources
of other parks faced with similar threats.

Winter visitation to Yellowstone
and the Grand Tetons has skyrocketed in
recent years, raising serious questions
about its impact on wildlife and aesthet-
ics. Wintering elk, bison and moose
encounter growing numbers of snowmo-
bilers and cross-country skiers. The
added stress of evading humans can
prove fatal to wildlife barely surviving in
harsh winter conditions.

Plowed roads and groomed trails in
the parks provide animals with easy
migration corridors, but the paths
encourage wildlife to leave the relative
protection of the park. Yellowstone
bison, believed to carry brucellosis, are
shot when they go outside the park. Dan
Bachman of the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition says bison may be straying
more often because of snowmobile trails.

The new winter-use plan predicts a
moderate rise in visitation over the next
decade as existing facilities are renovat-
ed and services expanded. The experi-
ence of visiting the once-serene winter
parks is itself deteriorating. "You have
to work harder to fmd your special place
in the winter, away from noise and pe0-
ple," says Yellowstone spokeswoman
Joan Anzelmo. _

Still, the Parle Service concludes that
the plan will have "no significant impact"
on the environment "There's a little room
for more visitors," says Anzelmo. "If use
goes up a lot over the next 10 or 15 years,

HOTLINE
Indian unemployment
sUps through the cracks

American Indians are severely
undercounted in official unemployment
figures, and this results in "less funding
for government programs which attempt
to alleviate these high rates of unem-
ployment," according to a recent study.
The report, "Native American Unem-
ployment Statistical Garnes and Cover-
ups," was done by George Tinker, assis-
tant professor of cross-cultural ministry
at the Iliff School of Theology in Den-
ver and by Loring Bush, a University of
Denver graduate student. It compares
unemployment figures from the Labor
Department, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and a 1985 "First Friday" report
completed by the Lutheran Council
U.S.A. In one example, the First Friday
report gave an 87 percent unemploy-
ment rate for the Pine Ridge Reservation
in South Dakota. The BIA showed a 78
percent rate, while the Labor Depart-
ment figure was less than 5 percent for
the two counties that make up Pine
Ridge. Many Indians simply drop out of
the labor pool, as far as government
records are concerned. To be officially
counted, a person must be actively seek-
ing work through a state employment

. 'I
office and available for any 'appropriate
work. Some members of Congress are
sharply objecting to proposed budget
cuts for the BIA, Indian Health Services
and housing programs. "It's a mystery to
me why the Indian people continue to
get short -shrifted in the President's bud-
get," said Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-
Hawaii, chairman of the Senate Indian
Affairs Committee.

Steve Fuller
Snowmobilers and bison face off inYellowstone

then maybe we could limit it"
Terry Martin of the National Parks

Conservation Association says the winter-
use plan represents a "seat of the pants"
decision that high levels of use are accept-
able. ''They have refused to do a visitor
impact assessment right away," said Mar-
tin, ''They have no basis for their decisions
about how much use is OK."

The biggest winter-use expansion
called for in the plan is the Continental
Divide Snowmobile Trail, a $2 million,

370-mile groomed route from Lander,
Wyo., through Grand Teton National
Park to Yellowstone's south entrance.
The Park Service stipulates that snow-
mobiles may be operated only as means
of transportation rather than for off-road
"snow play," and only on roads that are
open to automobiles in summer. While
the plan closes Grand Teton's roadless
Potholes area to snowmobiles, it permits
the entire Continental Divide Trail to
parallel existing roads. Because the trail

adjoins existing roads, the Park Service,
the National Forest Service and the BLM
insist it does not require a full Environ-
mentallmpact Assessment

Grand Teton concessionaires and
the Wyoming tourist industry, not the
. parks themselves, will profit economi-
cally from the Divide trail. Travel pro-
motions will bring snowmobiles in
increasing numbers to Yellowstone and
the Tetons, along with their noise, dis-
ruption and danger. But the trail has the
support of Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
and the Slate's tourist industry.

"They've been working on it for
years," says John Zelazney of the
Wyoming Wildlife Federation. "They want
to pot Wyoming on the map as one of the
foremost places for snowmobile use." ,

Critics of the winter-use plan feel
the Park Service cannot hold up against
powerful state lobbies and development-
oriented politicians. "Of course people
should be able to see the parks in win-
ter," says Dan Bachman of the Greater
Yellowstone Coalition, "but the Park
Service, under pressure, is allowing use
that can harm the resource."

Park officials say the plan represents a
fair balance between preservation and use.
"Certain1y there are impacts," says Artzel-
.mo. 'There are people who wonld have us
shut it all down, but that's not what the
Park Service is all about. We have to IID-
vide for use and enjoyment, too."

Parts of the winter-use plan, includ-
ing the snowmobile trail, need congres-
sional funding before they can go for-
ward. Grand Teton and Yellowstone
intend to implement the plan after 1991.

- Erika Zavalera
A recent HeN intern, the writer is a

Stanford University student.

'Grizzly Park' planned for West Yellowstone
The town of West Yellowstone,

Mont, at least in the eyes of the intera-
gency Grizzly Bear Study Team, has
earned the distinction of being an "eco-
logical black hole."

In the 32 years that mortality data
have been kept on grizzly bears in the
greater Yellowstone ecosystem, some 25
federally endangered bears have wan-
dered into this park gateway community,
never to be seen alive again. Condemned
as a threat to human safety because of
their cravings for people's garbage, most
of the bears were killed by wildlife man-
agers.

Each year within the park itself, per-
haps a dozen bears are trapped near
developed locations and moved into the
back country. Those bruins that demon-
strate a chronic leaning toward recidi-
vism are either destroyed or shipped to
zoos.

Six years ago, real estate developer
Lewis Robinson started thinking about
the problem and arrived at a solution. He
intends to build a $28 million develop-
ment in West Yellowstone that will use
the park's miscreant bears as a center-
piece for a luxury resort.

Robinson says groundbreaking on
"Grizzly Park" and its sprawling 87-acre
compound - which includes a chic
hotel, retail shops and a giant !MAX the-
ater - could begin this summer. The
development, when completed, would
create 300 new jobs in a town of 900 res-
idents and become "one of the most
extraordinary resort/destination develop-
ments in the western half of the United
States," says Robinson.

While there has been little official
resistance to the development, environ-
mentalists, downtown merchants in West

Yellowstone and the mayor of the town
are worried. This could become a classic
story of Main Street versus the mall,
observers say. But it also forces one to
examine the concept of Yellowstone ver-
sus the zoo.

Robinson says his sanctuary for 32
grizzly and black bears would be the
development's primary drawing card.

"There's no other facility in the
world that has been designed with a wild
grizzly in mind and placed them in a
state-of-the-art environment," he said,
adding that a renowned zoo architect,
Jack Jones, has-been hired to construct
eight bear pods that house four animals
each. Also proposed is a multi-million-
dollar visitor center in Grizzly Park to
promote the idea of "ecosystem" preser-
vation, Robinson said.

It sounds well-intentioned, but some
people are skeptical. "Overall, we'd
rather not see that type of facility on the
boundary of the park," said Yellow-
stone's assistant chief ranger, Gary
Brown, who is concerned about the
precedent it establishes. Park officials
including Brown and Chief of Research
John Varley say the last thing Yellow-
stone needs is a series of get-rich-off-
the-wildlife theme parks.

Yet Brown said that after lengthy
discussion with the federal Interagency
Grizzly Bear Study Team, the park has
reluctantly agreed to give Robinson
some of Yellowstone's bears as long as
the developer meets state and federal
guidelines for housing an endangered
species. Why the park agreed despite its
reluctance is unclear.

"There's been a lot of resistance
from people because they think we'll be
shuffling bears into the development

whenever we can," Brown said. "But I
can assure you the bears we'd provide
would be transferred out of the ecosys-
tem regardless of whether this sanctuary
was there or not."

Don Bachman of the Greater Yel-
lowstone Coalition says the park could
do a better job of eliminating reasons for
having to expel bears from the park, and
he thinks Robinson's sanctuary repre-
sents an ethical error. Bachman applauds
the idea of promoting the ecosystem, but
he says placing bears within a fenced
compound less than a mile from where
grizzlies roam wild in the national park
is a contradiction.

"What this does is it gives the public
the wrong impression of how a grizzly
bear is expected to live in the wild,"
Bachman said. "A facility like this con-
fuses visitors ahout the importance of
preserving grizzly habitat. It makes it
seem all right to put bears in captivity.

"I don't have any trouble with hav-
ing a bear in the Denver Zoo," he contin-
ued, "but it bothers me a great deal to
take a wild Yellowstone grizzly and
place it in captivity on the edge of the
national park for visitors to see.".

The Gallatin County Commission
was expected to decide March 22 on
whether to give preliminary approval to
the Grizzly Park development

''The good things that will come out
of this are going to more than offset any
concerns relative to the commercializa-
tions of the bear," Robinson promises.
"The proof will be in the pudding."

- Todd Wilkinson

The author is a free-lance writer in
Bozeman, Montana.
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Poppers defend their 'Buffalo Commons' vision in Montana
Frank and Deborah Epstein Popper

took their "Buffalo Commons" vision on
the road to Billings, Mont., in early
March, and the show played to mixed
reviews.

The Poppers, professors at Princeton
University in Rutgers, N.'., say they
have chronicled the decline of portions
of the Great Plains and the prognosis is
not good. They see empty, arid, depopu-
lated spaces that eventually will have to
return to their prehistoric uses as grassy
habitat for native animals - hence the
moniker "Buffalo Commons."

Drawing on census data, soil ero-
sion records, falling land values and eco-
nomic trends, the Poppers have picked
out a number of rural counties from the
Texas Panhandle up through the Dakotas
and eastern Montana that they say might
be better off without conventional agri-
culture, because further decline is
inevitable.

Right now, according to a General
Accounting Office report, they say most
of the place is a de-facto welfare state,
with much of the personal income
derived from Social Security checks and
federal farm subsidy payments>"

At a forum at Rocky Mountain Col-
lege sponsored by the local Harvard
Club, the Poppers presented maps and
charts indicating the breadth and depth
of the region's patches of decline.

The provincial outposts of Billings,
Mont., and Lubbock, Texas, say the Pop-
pers, are the two biggest cities in an
immense land area that supports only 6.5
million people. It has never been a con-
sistently productive area. There always
have been droughts, dust bowls, out-
migration and recessions.

From the first federally subsidized
settlement and booms in the late 19th
century through the dying of small farm
towns today, the cycle has about run its
course, they say, adding: "All across the
plains, there are future ghost towns."

Great Plains cattle ranchers face a
declining red-meat market (down 25 per-

I
cent since 1975) in an arid zone that pro-
duces only a small fraction of the
nation's beef supply. Much of the area
should never have been homesteaded
and plowed because of marginal topsoil,
lack of water and distance to markets.
The USDA, say the Poppers, hasn't yet
faced up to the realities of the plains, and

the federal subsidy pro-
grams paid to landown-
ers not to grow crops in
this "granary of last
resort" haven't helped
to stabilize the local
. economies.

According to the
Poppers, "Government
must start planning to
keep most of the region
from turning into a
wasteland, an Ameri-
can Empty Quarter. A
practical federal depri-
vatization program,
whether it begins
tomorrow or a genera-
tion from now, should
have two thrusts - one
for people, the other for
land. First, government
could negotiate buy-
backs from landowners,
most of them immediate fee-simple, .
transfers under distress-sale circum- ,
stances. Government should also take
responsibility for easing the social transi-
tion of people either bought or forced off
the plains.

"Second, the federal government
should take the newly emptied plains
and tear down the fences, replant the
shortgrass and restock the animals,
including many bison - creating what
we would call the Buffalo Commons.
The task will be time-consuming. It will
take at least 20 to 30 years before the
vegetation and wildlife entirely reassert
themselves in semi-arid settings."

The "self-contained service centers"
of the Great Plains, such as Billings, and
Lubbock, say the Poppers, will survive,
as may some energy and mining towns,
and towns along the interstate highway
system. But, they say, days are num-
bered for the small inland communities
dependent upon agriculture. The Poppers
see a good part of the plains returning to
"pre-white conditions," with the land
taken out of traditional private status.

When challenged about how area
Indian tribes would react to the situation,
Deborah Popper answered, ''The Indian
response has been very positive. They
would welcome a white agricultural pull-
back. Some consider us a white, academ-
ic version of the Ghost Dance."

COUNTIES IJITrl
LAND THAT CDl]LD
BECOME. THE.

BUFfALO
C,Ot\.t\.ON'S

But area farmers like Lyle Quick see
no such messianic thrust to the Popper
theory.

Quick raises cattle and grain in east-
ern Montana's McCone County, a prime
site for the Poppers' experiment. He
admitted that he is paid $38,000 a year
for putting cropland into grass under the
federal Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP), and allows how some of their
gloomy analysis of the region is accu-
rate, but said their plan would cause a
revolution among the locals.

"You stepped right in the middle of
my belly," Quick told the Poppers. "I
don't believe we need another buffalo
waller in eastern Montana."

The farmers and small towns, he
said, have been around for years and the •
people plan to survive the tough times.
He also noted that his county last year
produced thousands of cattle and 4 mil-
lion bushels of wheat.

Quick said he didn't like the idea of
federal farm subsidies, but that the pro-
grams were meant to keep food cheap
and plentiful for the consumer, not to
build a gravy train for farmers. Quick, a
national family-farm activist, blamed
defective federal policy and the concen-
tration and centralization of power of
corporate grain brokers and food proces-
sors for the weak market and resulting
failures of small farmers. "There ain't

Patrick Dawson is author of the non-
fiction book Mr. Rodeo and a free-lance
writer in Billings, Montana.

·f

nothin' the matter with agriculture in the
whole U.S. except price," said Quick.
"And we'd better get it together," he
warned, "or we're gonoa have a Buffalo
Commons."

The Poppers say it's unlikely that
the decline can be stemmed now. They
said places like Quick's county may not
be ready for the Buffalo Commons for
another 20 or 30 years, but that the area
will inevitably dry up as a profitable
place for people to live. The indicators
of decline they are finding in selected
Plains counties include short-term and
long-term population loss and low popu-
·lation density; an aging population; a
poverty rate above 20 percent; and new
construction of less than $50 per capita.
The combination of those factors in an
area spells trouble, they said.

Deborah Popper said it doesn't look
good for the region's greatest assets, its
people. "They are adaptable, proven sur-
vivors with a good work ethic," she said.
"But are they going to continue to accept
the ongoing slow leakage of their com-
munities? They are not thinking long-
term, with a vision for the plains."

The Buffalo Commons concept, when
taken out of the Eastern academic ivory
tower and presented to the affected resi-
dents of the plains, is a volatile idea, with
overtones of remote control and threats to
traditional private-property rights. It makes
people out here uncomfortable to hear that
their rural agricultural patterns may be on
the brink of extinction.

But the Poppers stick by their guns,
saying "the building blocks for a Buffalo
Commons are now in place." They see
the land base of foreclosed farms and
tracts of CRP acreage possibly becoming
part of expanded' national grasslands
reserves and. Nature Conservancy-style
projects.

"Over the next 20 to 30 years," said
Deborah Popper, "big portions of the
plains face mass desertion from economic
factors, and as existing economic processes
run their course. Then federal and state
governments and private agencies could
step in to create a BuffaloCommons."

- Patrick Dawson

HOTLINE
Mine proposed
near Yellowstone

A proposal to mine an area two
miles from Yellowstone National Park's
northern boundary fails to address
impacts on the area's water, wildlife and
vegetation, according to a task force
studying the proposal. Noranda-Crown
Butte Co. receritl y applied for a hardrock
mining permit for a site that overlooks
the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness near
9,7oo-foot Daisy Pass, an area frequented
by grizzly bears. To operate the mine,
Noranda will have to build a 69-mile-
long power line, as well as keep the road
from Cooke City, Mont, to Cody, Wyo.,
open year-round, thus increasing winter
access to Yellowstone. Not one member
of the task force praised Noranda's pro-
posal. 'The entire document is grossly
inadequate," task force member Richard
Parks told the Grear Falls Tribune. Don
Bachman of the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition says Noranda's proposal is
indicative .of "a conflict of value sys-
tems." He.says the entire area should be
protected by withdrawing it from mineral

entry. But Noranda officials say the mine
could produce half a billion dollars'
worth of gold and bring jobs to the near-
by community of Cooke City. Although
Noranda must resubmit its application
and then do a full Environmental Impact
Statement, it wants to begin construction.
of the mine in mid-1992.

Open range
a little less open

A recent ruling" by the Arizona
Supreme Court may allow some motorists
to file injury and damage claims against
livestockowners. In the past, ranchers have
not been beld liablewhen livestock roaming
on open range wandered onto roadwaysand
caused accidents. This court decision will
change that under some circumsances, The
ruling still puts the burden of Proof on the
motorist, who must show that the livestock
owner was somehow careless. No specific
instances of "careless" behavior were cited
by the court, according to The Arizona
Republic; mere failure to erect fences to
conttol the animals, for example, is not suf-
ficient to estllblish liability. But clearly the
court is signaling a turn in the direction 0'
safety, indicating that ranchers and theii

wandering herds bear a greater responsibili-
ty to motorists on Arizona highways.

Porcupine race is
a prickly matter

The World Championship Porcupine
Sprint Race has run into the law. The
annual event, held in July in Baker City,
Ore., has long been a target of animal-
rights activists. Porcupines are raced on a
50-foot runway before thousands of spec-
tators at the Miners Jubilee celebration.
But this year, activists are pointing to a
state law that prohibits harassment of the
porcupines, and the state police say
they're bound to upbold the law. The Ore-
gon FISh and Wildlife Commission, which
could still permit the event, will take up
the prickly matter at its April 17 meeting.

Idaho wilderness may
charge user fees

V isitors to the lower 48' s largest
designated wilderness may have to pay
admission. Idaho's Frank Church-River
of No Return Wilderness badly needs
funds to manage and protect its 2.3 mil-
lion acres. User fees could generate up
to $600,000 per year, but public reac-
tions to the idea have been mixed. Com-
mercial outfitters and their clients
already pay large fees to use federal
forests and rivers. Ron Watters, director
of Idaho State University's outdoor pro-
gram, argues that the Forest Service
subsidizes logging with far more money
than it spends on recreation. Most rev-
enues do, in fact, go to general national
Forest Service funds - but not neces-
sarily for wilderness. Payette National
Forest District Ranger Ruth Monahan
explained, "The new fees differ because
they have to stay within the Frank."
Under the tentative plan, users could
designate which area and type of project
should receive their fees, and an annna!
public report would detail where the
revenues went.
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Bighorn log sales upped to keep Wyoming Sawmills buzzing
SHERIDAN, Wyo. - Pressured by

Wyoming's congressional delegation
and governor to maintain high levels of
logging and keep a sawmill running,
managers of the heavily cut Bighorn
National Forest have auctioned off
decade-old timber sales they admit will
violate federal wi1dlifehabitat standards.

While struggling to lower timber
quotas, foresters there say they are
"looking hard" for trees to cut, because
of an inaccurate computer model - also
used by other Western forests - that far
exaggerated the amount of available tim-
ber.

But letters obtained through the fed-
eral Freedom of Information Act show
that top elected officials have pressed
forest officials to sell the maximum 7
million board feet of timber now
allowed.,

"Without some forest management
study to justify the reduced timber har-
vest level, we find any decisions to har-
vest less than 7 MMBF in a fiscal year to
be wholly unacceptable. What are you
doing?" Wyoming Sens. Al Simpson and
Malcolm Wallop and Rep. Craig
Thomas wrote to Bighorn Supervisor
Lloyd Todd last August.

After that letter, forest officials late
last year sold two timber harvests total-
ing about 3.8 million board feet of lum-
ber - even though the 1980 analyses of
the two sales' environmental impacts
were done under different conditions and
standards. While one sale was modified,
no current public comments. were
allowed and the decision was never
announced.

Bighorn managers say that while
selling decade-old, "shelved" timber-sale
plans is uncommon, it is not improper.
But many others disagree, alleging that
the action is a clear breach of the forest's
responsibility to the public.

"They have set up standards, and
now they're violating them because
someone has decided that timber sales
are more important than recreation and
wildlife," said Wyoming Game and Fish
Department Biological Services Supervi-
sor Harry Harju. "You can't get blood
from a turnip. You can't keep cutting
when you run out of trees,"

In the area of both timber sales,
brushy cover available for elk has
already fallen below Forest Service stan-
dards of 40 percent, according to both
Game and Fish and forest biologists, and

logging would push that even lower.
Despite complaints, forest officials have
continued with the logging plans.

"Some practices do a better job of
meeting standards and guidelines than
others do," said Bob Mountain, the dis-
trict ranger in charge of the sales. "Com-
modity interests are 'very desirous that
we sell the maximum possible amount of
timber ... We are looking pretty hard for
trees to cut"

Bighorn managersare now trying to
adjust their timber. harvest levels to com-
ply with Forest Service standards and
policies. Until that is done, a court order
- the result of a legal challenge by the
Sierra Club - has reduced the maxi-
mum annual harvest from the 16 million
board feet allowed by the forest's man-
agement plan to 7 joillion board feet.

The Bighorn"s 1985 forest plan that
overestimated the amount of timber was
based on a misleading computer model.
As early as 1987, foresters realized many
areas they had planned to log were in
unaccessible terrain, wererestricted by
wildlife, water-quality and visual stan-
dards, or had not grown back after earli- .
er timbering.

Now they say the Bighorn may be

able to sustain cutting of only 2.7 million
board feet a year. At public meetings in
February, many area residents favored a
drop in timbering to conserve natural
resources.

But officials of Wyoming Sawmills,
which employs more than 200 people in
Sheridan and spends about $10 million
locally, have said they need at least 16
million board feet of timber a year from
the Bighorn to stay in business. They
have put pressure on the forest through
elected Wyoming officials to maintain
the highest possible levels of timber har-
vesting.

"The economic impact to the com-
munity, the county and the state, should
Wyoming Sawmills cease operation due
to lack of available timber, is simply not
acceptable," Gov. Mike S ulli van wrote
to Todd at the request of Wyoming
Sawmills. "Therefore, I would urge your
agency to identify and offer for sale suf-
ficient timber to keep Wyoming
Sawmills in operation."

- Michael Milstein

The writer covers Wyoming for the
Billings Gazette.

How the feds whet the appetite for federal timber
Champion International officials say

typical swings in the housing market
forced the timber giant to layoff 1,100
workers in western Montana in mid-
February. But the boom that provided
the latest bust may well lead to even
deeper troubles.

When President Reagan deregulated
the. savings and loan industry, the result-
ing building orgy threw the timber
industry into a frenzy. As shopping
malls, apartment complexes and houses
sprang up across the country, private
timber companies cut all their trees to
feed the boom.

In the early 1980s, Champion
embarked on an accelerated harvest,
meaning it cut its. trees faster than nature
could replace them. As the stock of pri-
vate trees on most corporate lands in the
West shriveled, corporations began look-
ing to federal lands for trees.

"Tbe mills bid on a limited supply of
timber," said John Combes, national
appraisal specialist for the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice. "So over the last year to year and a
half, stumpage prices went way up."

Meanwhile, the construction boom
spurred by easy savings-and-loan money
ceased. "Thousands of white-elephant
properties are now for sale [by the gov-
ernment]," The Wall Street Journal'
reported. "Overbuilding ... creared a sup-
ply-side problem for the industry."

The bust hammered the timber
industry nationwide. Last year Champi-
on closed two mills in the Southeast and
cut back at mills in Washington and Ore-
gon before it laid off workers in western
Montana. Economists are cautious in
their predictions, but expect some recov-
ery by the end of this year.

Mac Epley, vice president of the
Western Wood Products Association, pre-
dicts "a gentle upswing the second half of
the year," but others hedge. Economist
John Kenneth Galbraith says, "All easy
answers to this should be regarded with
deeply justified suspicion." ;/

Recession's end mayor may not
bring the industry out of the woods. In
the Pacific Northwest, says Epley,
"when demand does come back, we're
going to run right into a shortage-of-
material problem." Private companies
have cut most of their lands and now

A near-empty Champion parking lot

rely on the supply of federal logs, which
has been trimmed by such forces as the
need to preserve habitat for spotted owls.

In western Montana, Champion too
relies heavily on public lands. Although
Champion did not blame short supply for
the recent layoffs, some millworkers said
one part of the problem was the smaller
logs that are a direct result of a shrinking
supply.

Champion recently retooled its now
closed mill in Bonner, Mont., to work on
smaller logs. To operate efficiently, the
mill needs logs at least eight inches in
diameter, says Bryan Erhart, business
manager of the millworkers' union. The
tight supply, however, has had the mill
handling logs as small as seven and a
quarter inches.

To keep up production, Erhart says,
the mill switched from two to three shifts
in September. The mill's volume
increased, but so did production costs.
The mills are looking to federal lands to
provide larger and more profitable logs.

Montana has not enacted wilderness
legislation, and many areas are "locked
up" for wilderness review until the issue
is resolved. After years of failed
statewide bills, the Montana Wilderness
Association teamed up last year wi th the
millworkers' union to agree on wilder-
ness proposals for two national forests .

(HeN, 9/24/90). Those forests - the
Lolo and the Kootenai - supply 67 per-
cent of Montana's timber.

The agreements would release 98.2
percent of the suitable timber in the
forests' roadless lands, which contain the
big trees the mills need. "They would
obviously not all be logged at once,"
Erhart says.

Mike Bader, executive director of
the Alliance for the Wild Rockies, dis-
agrees. ''Timber in roadless areas would
be real short-term," he says. "They're
going to cut and run."

Bader says that Champion and most
of the timber industry cannot survive in
Montana because they did not practice
sustained yield when they harvested their
own land. "That mill [Bonner] isn't
going to make it," he predicts, adding
that the crunch will come when public
pressure curtails logging on public lands.

Charles Keegan of the University of
Montana's Bureau of Business and Eco-
nomic Research also predicts the indus-
try will shrink. His annual forecast says,
"It would by no means be a worst-case
scenario to project a 25-30 percent
decline from 1989 levels in the size of
Montana's processing industry over the
next five to 10 years."
. But Champion spokesman Tucker
Hill says his company can escape the

troubles. "Champion is positioning itself
to run fairly strong,' he says. "We think
the wood is there." Once the wilderness
issue is resolved and attitudes change
toward appeals, there won't be as big a
supply problem, Hill says.

Epley believes the situation is simi-
lar in the Pacific Northwest. "Non-indus-
try people - Congress and- everybody
- are going to have to come to grips
with what's happening ... and recognize
that things are going to have to change."

Lance Olsen, president of the Great
Bear Foundation, says that's the sort of
pressure that will undermine environ-
mental regulations.

"There are a number of ways in
which Congress and the administration
have directly intervened," he says. "For
example, [Oregon Sen. Mark] Hatfield
has convinced Congress to hold the For-
est Service in his state exempt from fed-
eral environmental laws. In Montana,
[Sen. Max] Baucus promised to do the
same thing."

Tbe seeds of the savings-and-loan
debacle were sown when the federal
government stripped regulators of their
ability to regulate. In the bust after the
timber industry boom, the call for dereg-
ulation echoes.

- Tracy Stone-Manning

Tracy Stone-Manning is a free-lance
writer in Missoula, Montana.

Cow burps
A team of scientists will be measur-

ing how much methane pasture-fed cat-
tle belch to determine their contribution
to global warming. Cows and other
ruminants generate as much as 400 liters
apiece of the greenhouse gas each day,
making the livestock industry account-
able for up to 15 percent of the global
total. The Washington State University
team will fit hundreds of cows with
lightweight backpacks containing gas
monitors attached to tubes in the cows'
mouths, and will measure the bovine
emissions for the next three years.
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EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES
AND Ml!FEORS

The Western United States is a geological
hot spot, both literally and figuratively. From
Yellowstone National Park to Mount St.
Helens, the earth's surface can ch~ge sud-
denly. with sometimes cataclysmic results.
Agents of Chaos, a new book by Stephen
Harris, explores these seismic and volcanic
hazards that dot the Western landscape. From
the latest scientific research to Native Ameri-
can myths and legends, the book incorporates
a wide variety of sources to present a new
perspective on the power of chaos and the
geologic hazards throu~h which it operates.
The author also explains where and why
future geologic rearrangements of the land-
scape might occur. The book uses mostly
non-technical terms, but includes an informa-
rive glossary. .

Mountain Press Publishing Co., P.O. Box
2399, Missoula, MT 59806, 406/728-1900.
Paper: $12.95. 240 pages, illustrated with
maps and black-and-white photographs.

A TRASHY VACATION
Lake Powell: Is it a jewel or an eyesore?

While the debate goes on, the shores and
canyons that surround the lake are getting literal-

Iy trashed.The National Park Service and ARA
Leisure Services, which operates the lake's
marinas, are sponsoring a volunteer program to.
clean up its 1,960-rnile coastline. The program,
which began last September, will continue at
least until this fall. Volunteers must bring their
own food and donate 32 hours of work during a
five-day houseboat cruise of the lake. There will
be plenty of time to enjoy the area's unique
geology, wildlife andIndian ruins.

Interested volunteers may contact Karen
Whitney at 602/645-2471 or write to P.O. Box
1507, Page, Kl 86ll40. Volunteers must be at
least 18years old.

ANASAZl HERrr AGE GENFER
The Bureau of Land Management has

announced that a special exhibit, "Canyon to
Canyon,Cave to Cave," will be beId over1brough
May 19at its Anasazi Heritage Center inDolores,
Colo. Membersof the Wetherill-GrandGulch Pr0-
ject have been utilizing a method of "reverse
archaeology"to trace Anasazi objects in Cbicago
and New York museums back to their places of
origin, the sandstonecanyons of Utah.ABBC film
on the life and explorationsof RichardWetherillis
shown three times a day. The Anasari Heritage
Center is open 9 am. to 5 p.m., Thursday toMon-
day. Call303/8824811 for lOOteinformation.

NOT IN MY BACKYARD
Whatever happens to lbe highly radioac-

tive by-products created by the nuclear indus-
try? Very little - and if you're wondering
why, Gerald Jacob's Sile Unseen: The Poli-
tics of Siting a Nuclear Waste Repository
may be of interest. Site Unseen is a thorough
docwnentation of dump siting, examined in
the context of our commitment to nuclear
energy. As Jacob explains, Congress did not
explicitly address the problem of high-level
nuclear waste until 40 years after the first
nuclear reaction. Although the 1982 Nuclear
Waste Policy Act promised solutions, ulti-
mately it changed little, and left much control
in the hands of the nuclear establishment.
Jacob shows that the surprisingly arbitrary
location of the Yucca Mountain site in Neva-
da is illustrative of a system without adequate
rules and structure. This highly informative
book dissects ..the issues, both political and
technical. enabling the reader to understand
the whys and hows of site location.

University of Pittsburgh Press, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15260. Clolb: $29.95. 234 pages.

A PLAN FOR MORE NUKE PLANTS
Citing a more favorable political and

social climate and a projected need for new
energy sources, representatives of the nuclear
industry have set forth a plan to build new
nuclear plants by the mid-I99Os. Allbough a
nuclear power plant hasn't been authorized
since 1978, the Strategic Plan for Building
New Nuclear Plants signals "the nuclear
energy industry's serious intent to create the
necessary conditions for new nuclear plant
construction and operation," The ltG-page
document, supported strongly by the Bush
administration, creates a framework within
which new nuclear plants may be built The
plan also acknowledges the serious political,
regulatory, technical and economic obstacles,
outlining strategies to overcome them.

For more information contact the U.S.
Council ferEnergy Awareness. Suite 400,
1776 I St. NW, Washington, DC 20006.

AIL NATIONS HEALING CEREMONY

As nuclear testing continues at the
Nevada test site, the Western Shoshone
National Council and American Peace Test
will coordinate the first official action of the
Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance, which was for- .
malized in January.

From April 3-8, participants will be able
to camp out in the desert just outside the test
site boundaries. Workshops will be held on
non-violence, a comprehensive test ban
treaty, nuclear weapons disarmament and
other related topics.

On April 6 the Western Shoshone
National Council calls for all native peoples
in their homelands to join with their spiritual
leaders in an All Nations Healing Ceremony
for Mother Earth.

ENERGY FAIRS
An opportunity to explore the fOnTIS of

energy indigenous to the Southwest is com-
ing to Bernalillo, N.M., on May 17-19.
Workshops, seminars, open forums and
exhibits will focus on conservation measures,
building materials and technology utilized in
the Southwest For infonnation on attending
or becoming an exhibitor or sponsor, contact
S.R.E.F., c/o SEMCO, 901 21st si, NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87014; 505/247-4522.

The second annual Midwest Renewable
Energy Fair will take place June 21-23 in
Amherst, Wis. The fair will explore ideas such
as solar, wind and microhydropower, energy-
efficient houses and machines, and alternative
transportation. For more information contact
Midwest Renewable Energy Association. P.O.
Box 249, Amherst, Wl544Q6; 715/924-5166.

CL \SSIFIU)

HIGH COUNTRY NEWS classified ads cost 30
cents per word, $5 minimum. Display ads 4 col-
umn inches or less are $10/col inch if camera-
ready; $15/col. inch if we make up. Larger dis-
play ads are $30 or $35/001.inch. We reserve
the right to screen all ads. Send your ad with
payment to: HCN, Box 1090,Paonia, CO 81428
or call 303/527 -4898 for more information.

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND and the Con-
servation Foundation C'NWF) is the largest
international organization working world-
wide for the Conservation of Nature, and cur-
rently has over 1,000,000 members. WWF is
searching for a Director for its U.S. Land
Program - a program which manages pub-
lic and private land important to the conser-
vation of biological diversity and preserva-
tion of lands of ecological signific-ance,
including wetlands. Qualified candidates will
hold an advanced degree in Economics.
Resource Management, or other relevant
field; have eight (8) years experience in U.S.
land policy, preferably with experience in
policy research and advocacy; and will have
demonstrated ability managing program staff
and activities. Direct materials: Attention
Dept. 94-HCN, WWF is also searching for a
Director of its Wildlife Policy Program - a
program which promotes more effective
wildlife conservation measures in the interna-
tional arena and in the U.S, encompassing
work with Congress, federal agencies, and
international institutions. Qualified candi-
dates will hold an advanced degree in a rele-
vant field; have eight (8) years experience in
wildlife conservation, preferably with experi-
ence in policy research and advocacy; and
will have demonstrated ability managing pro-
gram staff and activities. Direct materials:
Attention Dept. 95·HCN, Send cover letter
and CV to Human Resources, World Wildlife
Fund, 1250 24th St. NW, Washington, DC
20037. (lx5b)

WESTERN COLORADO 630 acres next to
National Forest, river, aspen, meadows,
spruce, lake, cabin, lodge. $400,000.
TREECE LAND, 303/2434170: (3x3b) ,""

COLORADO MOUNTAIN COLLEGE is
accepting applications for a faculty position
in Environmental Technology at its Timber.
line Campus in Leadville. This position is a
sabbatical replacement for one academic year
-- August 22, 1991 through May 8, 1992,
pending Board of Trustees approval. Respon-
sibilities include teaching courses related to
soils and land rehabilitation; managing, men-
itoring,' and identifying vegetation (including
grasses); applied ecology and envirorunenta1
law. In addition, instruction in air quality and
quality assurance/quality control may be
required. A Bachelor's degree in related field
and five years of experience in land reclama-
tion is required. Master's degree preferred.
The instructor must also meet other eligibility
requirements for vocational certification in
Colorado. The ability to teach a wide variety
of students is essential. Salary range $23,805-
$27,100. Send letter of application, including
a daytime phone number, resume and list of
three professional references postmarked by
March 29, 1991 to: Human Resources
Department - PVR, P.O. Box 10001, Glen-
wood Springs, CO 81.602. CMC is an
EOE/ANrn/f/vlh employer and reserves the
right to extend a closing date and/or reopen
for an extended period of time. (lx5b)

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTANT wants
to match professional endeavors with personal
values. Desire to use my talent in organization
development consultation. conflict manage-
ment and group facilitation to serve clients that
have environmental awareness as an integral

. part of their inission. I have designed and con-
ducted team development workshops, planning
sessions, trainings and retreats for boards of
directors, community groups, management
teams and state-wide organizations. I invite
you to contact me. References available. Vir-
ginia Winter, Box 339, Grand Lake, CO
80447,303/627-3503. (lxSp)

OUITlOOR SINGLES NETWORK. hi-month-
ly newsletter, ages 19-90, $18/1-year, $4/trial
issue-infonnation. OSN-HCN, 1611 Cooper #7,
'Glenw<iodSpring~COltl60r.~8x2p).-" .,

THE WOLF IN YELLOWSTONE. Join our
three-day llama trek to learn about the wolf's
reintroduction and role in the Greater Yel-
lowstone ecosystem, July 11-13. Led by a
wolf specialist with the National Wildlife
Federation plus our experienced mountain
guides. Our eighth year of leading gourmet
llama treks in the Northern Rockies. For
color brochure and information packet write
Yellowstone Llamas, Box 5042-H, Bozeman.
MT 59717. Phone 406/586-6872. Fax
406/586-9612.

STRING BAGS - Large string hags knit in
USA using seine twine. Cotton webbing handles
- long enough to fit over your shoulder. Take
shopping, on boat cruises, or use to separate
things in your pack. Lightweight enough to be
shoved in your pocket. Vcry strong when filled
$12 includes shipping. Send orders to: 117 E.
Louisa 8treet#14O, Seattle,WA 981OZ.(6x25p)

"OUTDOOR PEOPLE" lists 50-word descrip-
tions of active, outdoor-oriented Singles and
Trip companions nationwide. $2/copy, $10/ad.
OUTDOOR PEOPLE-HCN, PO Box 600,
Glaston, SC 29053. (12xI5p)

Solar Electricity Today
Dependable power lor homes, cabins, water pumping & R.V.'s

,~1You can Have
,. Solar Electricity

Today!
From the arctic to
the tropic,
thousandsofpeople
are now using quiet,
pollutionfree,easy
to installenergy
fromARGOSolar.

Natural ResourceCo.
P.O. Box 91

Victor,ID 83455
(208) 787·2495

ARCOSolar
........"

SEEKING wholesome, sane, nature-oriented,
spiritually aware community with minimal
EMR. Morgan, Box 2356, Cottonwood, AZ
86326,602/634-2455. (4x3p)

NEW WATER BOOK: An Introduction to
Water Rights and Conflicts with emphasis on
Colorado. $14.95 plus $3.00 Sill. To order,
please write Network Marketing, 8370
Warhawk Rd., Dept HC, Conifer, CO 80433,
or call 303/674-7105. (12x5b)

NORTHWEST MONTANA FlEW REPRE-
SENTATIVE for Montana Wilderness Associ-
ation wanted to broaden public awareness and
support for wilderness. Must have organizing
experience. For full job description contact
MW A, Box 635, Helena, MT 59624 or call
406/443-7350. Deadline April 5. (lxSp)

SOLAR ELECTRICITY
Complete water pumping & remote home power
systems. Gas refrigerators, wind generators, etc.
Design & local installation available. $2 catalog
YELLQW JACKET SOLAR •
Box 253, Yellow Jacket, CO 1111110
81335. PH (303)-562-4884 ~~~

NOT ALL
RECYCLED PAPER

IS ,CREATED

EQUALl

We feature products with
high post-consumer waste content
• such as 100\ pcw, unbleached
legal pads and toilet paper.

Stationery, envelopes. ·premiumxercqr apn io ,
printing, computer, tissue products, more,

Box 5086 Bozeman, MT59717 406·586·5287
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with some of Hanford's wastes, includ-
ing unstable liquids stored in tanks and
mixed chemical and radioactive wastes
buried in trenches.

Nowhereis the Hanford contami-
nation threat felt more acutely
than in the small farming com-

munities directly east of the nuclear
reservation, where crops have been
raised for years in the shadow of Han-
ford's military reactors. At the Country
Kitchen Cafe in Mesa, the farmers who
are Hanford's nearest neighbors gather
early in the morning to discuss the price
of wheat and the nuclear risks across the
Columbia River.

Last July they learned from a pio-
neering government study that the old-
timers who lived here as children in the
1940s and 1950s were exposed to the
largest airborne radiation doses in U.S.
history, which have increased their risk
of contracting thyroid cancer. In contrast
to the 1979 Three Mile Island nuclear
accident, where about 15 curies of
Iodine-ISj were released and nearby res-
idents were evacuated, the rural families
of eastern Washington were never
warned when releases totaling 530,000
curies of Iodine-131 were discharged
from Hanford's plutonium factories dur-
ing the Cold War weapons buildup. The
heaviest releases occurred from 1946 to
1954.

Now they are learning that the air-
borne releases may be only a small part
of the problem. In addition, nuclear
wastes from Hanford are migrating
toward the lifeblood of agriculture in
eastern Washington - the Columbia
River. While government risk assess-
ments of the nuclear-waste mess say that
the farmers are in no "imminent" danger,
the people remain skeptical of such
assurances.

''They used to tell us that dangerous
amounts of radiation had never escaped
from Hanford. We now know that's not
true," says Tom Bailie, a 43-year-old
farmer who has thyroid disease. "I don't
think we have begun to understand the
extent of the contamination and the real
threat to our livelihood." The Hanford
issue has turned Bailie into an activist.

The government is now conducting
several studies to estimate doses
received by people in the area and thy-
roid disease rates. Included are eight
Native American tribes considered at
risk. Says Russell Jim, a Yakima Indian
Nation leader: "The Yakima people have
lived in this area for 10,000 years and
intend to live here forever. As a people
they do not accept the pervasive DOE
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ethos that Hanford is a perpetual national
environmental sacrifice area."

Nuclear waste was a secondary
concern in the mid-I940s, when
the top-secret Manhattan Project

condemned the towns of Hanford and
White Bluffs and built a vast industrial
complex in the desert of eastern Wash-
ington. During the Cold War and
through the recent arms buildups of the
Carter and Reagan administrations,
deadly wastes from the plutonium pro-
duction and extraction processes were
poured into million-gallon steel tanks or
dumped into soils and trenches.

Hanford's waste sites, like those at
other major weapons facilities, are a
monument to failed "interim" nuclear
water policies initiated during the 1940s.
Most of the disposal practices used at
Hanford were forbidden in private indus-
try by the nation's environmental laws,
but weapons facilities were allowed
exemptions under the protective national
security umbrellas of the Atomic Energy
acts of 1949 and 1954. It wasn't until
the late 1970s, when Congress,passed
the Resources Conservation and Recov-
ery Act (RCRA), that states obtained
some clout to use against federal
weapons facilities using outmoded dis-

Chris Anderson
Laura Lee Ballie and son Tom ~ thelrfamlly's original homestead .... .
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posal practices for hazardous liquid and
solid wastes.

"The Department of Energy and its
predecessors have been carrying out
their mission to produce nuclear
weapons with an attitude of neglect bor-
dering on contempt for environmental
protection," said Sen. John Glenn, D-
Ohio, who has led the fight in Congress
to reform the department's practices.

The inventory of wastes awaiting
permanent disposal at Hanford, detailed
in government reports, is immense. They
include:

• Some 300 acres of plutonium- and
uranium-contaminated wastes that were
routinely dumped directly into soils and
storage cribs. The wastes contain enough
plutonium for at least 40 bombs of the
size dropped on Nagasaki.

• More than 200 billion gallons of
chemical and low-level radioactive liq-
uid wastes discharged into the environ-
ment from Hanford reprocessing plants
- enough to bury the island of Manhat-
tan 40 feet deep in liquid waste.

• 149 single-shell tanks, each with a
capacity of I million gallons, which now
contain 37 million gallons of high-level
radioactive liquid wastes. A total of 66
have been identified as "leakers" or
"possible leakers."

• 28 newer, double-shell tanks con-
taining I\.4 million gallons of liquid
high-level waste.

• At least 10 "reverse wells" where
other wastes, including those containing
plutonium, were injected deep into the
ground.

• Plutonium-contaminated solid
waste from operations before 1970,
including wastes stored in cardboard
boxes. Eleven waste sites contain 350
kilograms of plutonium.

• Reactor sections, each weighing
about 1,000 tons, from six Polaris sub-
marines retired after 25 years of service.
The Hanford site could accommodate
about 100 reactors, the number the Navy
expects to retire over the next 20 to 30
years.

In addition, eight defunct military
reactors, lined up along the Columbia
River, await decommissioning. They
contain about 10,000 curies of radiation,
including Carbon-14 and Cobalt-eo.

Plutonium reprocessing; a method
of recovering plutonium for
weapons that generates huge

amounts of liquid wastes, has been
responsible for some of Hanford's worst
environmental problems. According to
the Environmental Impact Statement for
PUREX (plutonium-urnaium extraction),
the process that produces one kilogram
of plutonium also produces over 340 gal-
lons of liquid high-level radioactive
waste mixed with hazardous chemicals:
over 55,000 gallons of low- to intermedi-
ate-level radioactive waste discharged to
cribs; and over 2.5 million gallons of
cooling water discharged to ponds. Plu-
tonium production generates a million
gallons of high-level radioactive waste
each year.

Because the reprocessing wastes are
acidic, they were neutralized with lye
and water. The water increased the vol-
ume of the wastes and the lye created
chemical reactions, causing the radioac-
,tive elements to precipitate out as sludge.
About 90 percent of the sludge concen-
trated at the bottom of the tanks, where
the heat buildup caused cracks.

Hanford documents show that man-
agers were worried about the tanks as
early as the 1940s. But the dangers of
leaks or explosions from liquid wastes
left over from bomb production and
stored in "interim" million-gallon tanks
were either ignored or downplayed.

After World War II, the tanks were
still thought of as a temporary option.
But no timetable was established for
emptying them or for devising a more
permanent disposal method. When the
tanks began to leak in the 1950s, Han-
ford engineers devised a system of "tank
farms" with miles of pipe to move the
liquids around and allow the radioactivi-
ty to decay before moving the liquids
back to the original tanks. But this
equipment also leaked, sometimes
spilling liquids and contaminating work-
ers. In the 1970s, Hanford managers
built the double-shell tanks to hold addi-
tional wastes.

Hanford engineers discharged
radioactive wastes directly to the ground
at Hanford through the 1960s in the
belief that soil particles would trap the
most dangerous particles and dilute them
to safe levels in a "buffer zone" - the
arid ground between the nuclear plants
and the site boundary.

The "200 Areas." a plateau in the
middle of the site about seven miles
from the Columbia River, was chosen
for reprocessing and waste-disposal
activities because it was the most isolat-
ed and contained the deepest groundwa-
ter, between 150 and 300 feet below the
surface. Over the years, 200 billion gal-
lons of low-level radioactive water was,
dumped into burial pits, evaporation
ponds and seepage basins - enough to
raise the water table under the entire 200
Areas.

Original estimates calculated a trav-
el time of 175 to 180 years for contami-
nated groundwater to reach the
Columbia. But the first contamination
was detected beyond the reservation
boundary in 1956, only II years after the
first plutonium was produced.

When PUREX was built in 1956, it
only took seven years for a radioactive
plume of tritium from reprocessing oper-
ations to reach the river nine miles away.
The plume is now adding about 4,000
curies of tritium to the river annually,
according to groundwater monitoring
reports by Hanford contractor Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratory. Along
one stretch of the Columbia, the tritium
is entering the river at average concen-
trations at or above the EPA drinking

Continued onpage 12
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waste-management professionals during
its 3D-year campaign to clean up its
nuclear weapons complex, INEL could
face stiff competition for recruiting qual-
ified workers and landing waste-man-
agement projects.

Also, DOE's plans to spend $28.6
billion through 1995- some $9 billion
more than originally expected - may
never materialize. This is the implication
of a study of DOE by the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, Congress's analyti-
cal arm. The OTA report, made public
last month, concluded that the depart-
ment still was not competentto clean up
the nation's nuclearweaponswastes.

The lab may have brighter work
prospects with two nuclear research pro-

. jects. However, neither carries the eco-
nomic clout of waste management and
cleanup. Also, DOE's support for both up
to now has been less than enthusiastic.

The first, called the Boron Neutron
Capture Therapy project, has been touted
as a cure for glioblastoma, a terminal
brain cancer that strikes 5,000 Ameri-
cans a year. A boron compound is used
to soak deep-seated tumors, which are
then bombarded by a neutron beam. The
technique is supposed to kill tumors
without damaging healthybrain cells.

Idaho's Power Burst Facility, a reac-
tor that hasn't been used since 1985, is
said to be a neutron source that would be
well suited for the project. DOE, howev-
er, has never pushed for funding to start
research at INEL.

Last year Idaho's congressional del-
egation got $10 million authorized for
the boron cancer project, with $7.5 mil-

The Post-Register/Robert Bower

RadIation Hot Shop at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Idaho's nuclear lab
awaits marching orders
___ ~by KevinRichert

IDAHOFALLS, Idaho - The Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL), established42 years ago 30

miles west of here, (aces a future bright
with expectations but clouded by fedelll1
nuclear policy conflicts and alleged
incompetence.

As the Department of Energy looks
to clean up its aging, polluted facilities,
INEL is poised to take a lead role in
developing ways to treat nuclear and
hazardous wastes. But INEL also could
be involved in nuclear weapons produc-
tion with the multi-billion-dollar New
Production Reactor, used to produce tri-
tium.

The lab also has the potential to
focus more on research, like converting
an idled test reactor into a treatment cen-
ter for lethal brain cancers. Or it could
develop a second-generationpower reac-
tor designed to gobble up long-lived,
high-level nuclearwastes.

INEL's main job has been to sepa-
rate enriched uranium from irradiated
fuel taken from naval and experimental
reactors. In doing this, it has dumped 16
billion gallons of radioactive waste water
into the Snake River Aquifer, according
to the Radioactive Waste Campaign's
Deadly Defense. This groundwater dis-
charges into the Snake River, which
flows into the ColumbiaRiver near Han-
ford, Wash.

1NEL has expected cleanup and
waste management to be its big gravy
train over the next three years. But '
because DOE may hire thousands of
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lion appropriated to start the on-site
work at INEL in the 1991 budget. But
Energy Secretary James Watkins froze
the appropriation and sought no money
for the project in DOE's proposed 1992
budget announced lastmonth.

Watkins may be looking to use the
boron project money elsewhere in his
agency. A National Academy of Sci-
ences study submitted to DOl; last
December backed up an earlier depart-
ment report that recommended against
restarting the PowerBurstFacility.

Meanwhile, the lab continues to pro-
mote its Integral Fast Reactor as an
inherently safe, "second-generation"
nuclear reactor. Scientistssay the reactor
is designed both to shut itself down
before an accident could occur, and also
to destroy its deadlynuclearwaste.

Energy Department funding for the
fast reactor has been tight, however, and
Idaho congressmen have waged a peren-
nial battle to beef up the project budget
and allow research to continue. Rep.
Richard Stallings, D-Idaho,a member of
the House's Science, Space and Tech-
nology Committee, maintains that
Congress - not the DOE - has kept
the 'reactor project in business.

More defense nuclear produc-
tion would stir up the biggest
battle between INEL's sup-

porters and its critics.
For more than three years, debate

over the Special Isotope Separator pro-

ject has divided
Idahoans. Sup-
porters point to
the project's state-
of-the-art laser
technology, and
its promise of 750
jobs. Critics like
the Snake River
Alliance, an Idaho
disarmament
group claiming over 1,000 members,
decried it as a pork-barrel relic of the
ColdWar era. I

The New Production Reactor - an
on-again, off-again defenseproject that's
been on the Energy Department's draw-
ing board since 1983 - elicits similar
emotions. The $3.6 billionproject would
be a lucrative, long-term project for
INEL. But the project's mission is to
produce tritium, a radioactive hydrogen
isotope that is necessary for nuclear war-
heads. Like the Special Isotope Separa-
tor, this directly involves Idaho in the
production of nuclear weaponsmaterials
- a prospect that outragesand frightens
Idahoanti-nuclear groups.

INEL's chances to build the New
Production Reactor are still uncertain.
DOE's 1992 budget calls for $500 mil-
lion for the project. That's $125 million
more than in fiscal year 1991,but it's not
enough for the departmentto continue its
plan of building dual reactors - one in
Idaho, and one at the Savannah River
site in South Carolina.

This appears to set up a politicalduel
between South Carolina and Idaho. But
Idaho's delegation doesn't seem to relish
a political struggle for the New Produc-
tion Reactor. "I don't think we should
couch it in terms of a political turf war,"
said Sen. Steve Symms, R-Idaho. "It
would be a poor way of making a deci-
sion this complex, this important."

Also last month, DOE started a
three-year, multi-million-dollar process
to modernize its aging weapons com-
plex. The agency wants to shut down its
Rocky Flats Plant northwest of Denver,
and perhaps one or two other weapons
sites, to consolidate a, production site.
INEL is one of five sites under consider-
ation for this work.

This figures to be another hot
political topic in Idaho. On the
one hand, the Rocky Flats trans-

fer could create an economic boon. Sen.
Phil Gramm, R-Texas, has already said
that the project could mean 2,000 to
4,000 new jobs for the state that gets it.
But Rocky Flats - perhaps the most
troubledof DOE's aging defensesites -
carriesa lot of political baggage.

Critics - who have lambastedmod-
ernization as a ploy to create nuclear-
weapons "theme parks" - are already
skepticalabout the new DOEmoderniza-
tion strategy. "We expected to see INEL
as a favored site that the DOE wants in
the future, and I think that's there," said
Snake River Alliance executive director

Kerry Cooke of Boise.
Modernization could dramatically

change the site. It could also drarnatical-
ly change the debate over INEL's future,
dividing not only Idahoans, but Idaho
politicians.

Idaho's top elected officials have
given Special IsotopeSeparator andNew
Production Reactor projects their unani-
mous support. But Stallings, whose con-
gressional district includes INEL,
already has saidhe would have problems
with Rocky Flats relocation. He said the
idea would create a bitter, divisive con-
troversy in Idaho.

Gov. Cecil Andrus, a Democrat,
outlawedshipping Rocky Flats nuclear
waste to INEL in 1988, and that ban is
still in place. So far, Andrus has made no
public remarks about DOE moderniza-
tion. But Republican Larry Craig, who
was elected to the U.S. Senate last fall,
may already be in the Energy Depart-
ment's comer.

Last summer, while a member of
Congress, Craig was briefed on "Com-
plex 21," a vague framework of DOE's
modernization game plan, and immedi-
ately put out a news release saying the
'plan would ensure INEL's future "well
into the 21st century."

••••
KevinRichert covers energy and the

environment for the Idaho Falls Post
Register.

DOE flounders
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and the Waste Isolation Pilot Project
(WIPP) near Carlsbad,KM.

During his first two years on the job,
Watkins has beenunsuccessfulin most of
his pleas to Congress, and he recently
annoyed lawmakersby deciding to open
the WIPP site to radioactive waste ship-
ments by obtaining an Interior Depart-
ment administrative order rather than
enabling legislation(HeN, 2/1//91). Rep.
Bill Richardson,D-N.M.,has appealed to
congressional colleagues to "take swift
action" on his bill to preserve the site for
research and development only. On
March 6 the House Interior Committee
passed a resolution that would prohibit
DOE from storingnuclearwaste atWIPP.

The fates of severalDOE sites in the
West are interconnected, making the
state and federal politics especially com-
plex. Idaho's Gov. Cecil Andrus, for
example, has closed his state's borders
to waste shipments from Rocky Flats,
until the WIPP site begins receiving
radioactive waste from INEL. In all, 10
states are scheduled to ship their waste
to WIPP, so the effect of keeping it
closed extends far beyond the South-
west.

How well the Western states can
protect themselves in the political and
policy battles now shaping up depends
on their ability to find allies in Congress,
and in the various state legislatures, in
order to give local issues a regional and
national twist. Recognizing what's at
stake, DOE has recently sent lobbyists to
Western state capitals to monitor events
there, and grass-roots groups are also
gearing up for a busy yearj But liaison
between state and federal legislatures is
spotty at best. "The members with
national labs or weapons facilities in
their districts are fairly provincial, and
look after that interest," said Cary Jones,
an aide to Rep. Richard Stallings, D-
Idaho, whose district includes INEL.

Stallings and other congressmen
with DOE facilitieshavejoined the Sub-

committee on Energy Research and
Development in the House Committee
on Science, Space and Technology, and
have used the panel to pressure the
department for funds and favors.Chaired
by Rep. Marilyn Lloyd, D-Tenn., whose
district includes the OakRidge National
Laboratory, the subcommittee also
includes Rep. Sid Morrison, R-Wash.,
with Hanford.

Morrison formed his own congres-
sional task force when the weapons-pro-
duction system became a national scan-
dal two years ago. His group has not
been active lately, in part because, like
Lloyd's subcommittee, it has no direct
control over DOE's funds. That power
remains in the four subcommittees that
actually authorize and appropriate
DOE's budget, and it is there that the
battles over Watkins's five-year budget
and Complex 21 studywill be fiercest.

The weapons-production budget
must be authorized by the House Armed
Services Committee's Department of
Energy Defense NuclearFacilities Panel,
chaired by Rep. JohnM. Spratt, D-S.C.,
and by the Senate Armed Services Sub-
committee on. Strategic Forces and
Nuclear Deterrence, chaired by Sen. J.
James Exon, D-Neb. Once authorized,
money for the DOE facilities must be
appropriated by the House Appropria-
tions Subcommittee on Energy and
Water Development, chaired by Rep.
Tom Bevill, D-Ala., and by the Senate
Appropriations Subcommitteeon Energy
andWater Development,chairedby Sen.
J. Bennett Johnston, D-La.

One question that Watkins and
Congress must agree on is whether to
make more tritium, the gaseous hydro-
gen isotope used in nuclearwarheads. If
new tritium-producing reactors are need-
ed, an innovative gas-cooled design
might be built at INEL. INEL's support-
ers are seeking this project, as well as
federal medical and energycontracts, but
they shun other defensework.

"You may see new states bidding'
for new weapons-complex facilities,"
said Fred Lash, an Energy Department
spokesman. "Utah, maybe. Or Mis-
souri."

David Cu1p, legislative director of
Plutonium Challenge, a grass-roots
group opposing further plutonium and
tritiumproduction, sees DOE's Complex
21 study as an "official trial balloon"
that Congress, state officials and citi-
zens' groupscan expect to influence.

Watkins told President Bush that
with little justification for continuing the
nucleararms race on the grand scalepur-
sued during the Cold War, "it is very
possible that many more nuclear opera-
tions within DOE will be curtailed tem-
porarily or permanently." Only a few
years ago, Western communities and
politicianswould have scrambledto save
the jobs their local weapons plants pro-

NUCLEAF\
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Diane Sylvain

vided. But today they are just as likely to
pressure DOEto close and clean up their
local plants as they are to keep them
open. Which sites will remain open,
which will close, and which will benefit
from DOE's proposed multi-billion-dol-
Jar cleanup may all depend on decisions
made not only at DOE headquarters in
Washington, D.C., but also on the pres-
sure the Western states can exert in
Congress.

••••WilliamLanouette covers Washing-
ton, D.C., for the Bulletin of the Aw",;c
Scientists.
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Hanford ...
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water standards of 20,000 picocuries per
liter.

Tritium and nitrate contamination in
Hanford's groundwater have now spread
to 122 square miles of the 560-square'
mile site.

Additional clues to the movement of
radiation beneath the reservation were
unearthed by Bob Coole,the former on-site
inspector for the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission at Hanford when the reservation
was a semifinalist for the nation's first
commercial nuclear waste repository .:
Beginning in 1983, Cook began to study
whether Hanford could meet a qualifying
condition for a repository - that radioac-
tive water would stay within the site
boundaries for at least 1,000 years. He
.began to look at Iodine-I29, a byproduct of
reprocessing that could be traced.

In 1985, Cook came across a letter
to the Atomic Energy Commission's
waste management director. written in
June 1973 by L.M. Richards, president
of Atlantic Richfield Hanford, site con-
tractor from 1967 to 1976. The letter
noted that well tests showed a "strong
possibility" that well water contaminated
with Iodine-129 from Hanford was mov-
ing through aquifers across the
Columbia to farm wells on the east side
of the river. Richards suggested that the
discovery be disclosed only to those who
had a "need to know."

'This really gave me the clue that,
hey, they really didn't want to put this
information out," Cook said. He reported
the letter, and also discovered other
unpublished reports on the subject. In
1986. with mounting evidence that Han-
ford could not qualify, it was eliminated
as a potential repository site.

Only within the last few years has
the Energy Department, faced
with growing public pressure

and a series of shutdowns and scandals
at weapons plants throughout the coun-
try, begun to deal systematically with its
nuclear-waste legacy. In 1983, DOE

submitted a plan to Congress for long-
term waste management and cleanup at
its major sites. The plan called for:

• Burial of transuranic waste con-
taminated with plutonium and other
heavy elements in the Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WIPP), a repository in
Carlsbad, N.M.

• Solidifying high-level tank sludge
into glass (vitrification) and burying it
with wastes from commercial nuclear
plants in a deep repository. Congress
later chose Yucca Mountain, Nev., to
examine for this repository.

• Mixing cement with low-level
radioactive and hazardous liquids that
remain in the tanks in a process called
"grouting" and pouring it into concrete-
lined pits at Hanford and other sites.

These plans, essential for a thorough
Hanford cleanup, are already far off
schedule and in trouble. WIPP was sup-
posed to open in late 1988, but unexpect-
ed groundwater seepage and other prob-
lems have caused repeated delays. The
delays have led several Westem gover-
nors to object to continued temporary
storage of wastes in their states if there is
no permanent disposal solution.

The huge amounts of plutonium-con-
taminated soil at Hanford - which exceed-
ed the storagecapacity of WIPP - also led
DOE to loosen its standards for dumping
plutonium into the ground through the
grouting process. The new standard permits
10 times more plutonium to be discarded in
the grout. This means that only 30,000
cubic meters of soil will have to be moved
from Hanford toWIPP, instead of some 12
million cubic meters.

The adoption of DOE's 1983 plan
marked a temporary truce in a continu-
ing battle between the weapons bureau-
cracy and state and federal regulators.
The conflict came to a head in Washing-
ton state in t!le early 19808, when state
officials began insisting that Hanford
waste-disposal practices conform to fed-
eral and state environmental laws.

Washington state adopted its own
Resources Conservation and Recovery
laws in 1982. Following the precedent of
a successful suit against a weapons site
in Tennessee that had failed to comply
with RCRA, Washington state's Depart-

ment of Ecology proceeded to push Han-
ford for compliance.

In 1984, the ecology department iden-
tified 20 violations of state law at Hanford,
including use of unpermitted facilities and
failure to install groundwater monitoring
systems. DOE responded by declaring itself
exempt from RCRA for all "mixed" waste
sites containing radioactive as well as haz-
ardous chemical wastes. The agency cited
the Atomic Energy Act, which gives the
Energy Department jurisdiction over its
radioactive wastes. After two years of bat-
tles in Congress and the courts, DOE
agreed with the state's interpretation of
RCRA in October 1986.

Negotiations between Washington
state and the federal government culminat-
ed in a landmark accord called the Tri-
Party Agreement. Signed by the state, DOE
and EPA in May 1989, the agreement calls
for spending $50 billion over the next 30
years to fix Hanford's worst problems.

The plan asks Congress for about $3
billion during the first five years to basten
removal of liquids from the single-shell
tanks; to study how to remove solid
wastes from the bottoms of the tanks; to
install new groundwater monitoring wells;
to investigate old waste sites; and to begin
to treat wastes from the double-shell tanks,
mixing low-level wastes with grout and
turning 'high-leve! wastes to glass. Design
work was outlined as well for a high-level
waste vitrification plant.

"The agreement means that, at long
last, we can begin a massive effort to clean
up the 45 years of accumulated chemical
and nuclear wastes at Hanford," Washing-
ton Gov. Booth Gardner said at a press con-
ference the day the agreement was signed.

Energy Secretary James Watkins,
under pressure from Congress for
reforms, agreed: "It is of utmost impor-
tance that all of the department's facili-
ties be operated in complete compliance
with environmental laws and that needed
cleanup activities be carried out both
promptly and prudently," he said.

But last month the White House
proposed budgetary and programmatic
delays to the agreement, infuriating
Gardner. He charged that the Energy
Department was dealing in bad faith.
Watkins denied it, saying that technical

Rocky Flats: shut down, but for how long?
____ -lJby R.E. Baird

Will the Rocky Flats nuclear
weapons plant in Denver's
western suburbs ever produce

plutonium again? Never, say Colorado's
Gov. Roy Romer and some of the state's
congressional delegation. But don't
count on it.

"It's very clear that in the long term
no one thinks this is a very good place to
do this," says Rep. Pat Schroeder, D-
Colo., who chairs the Armed Services
Subcommittee on Military Installations
& Facilities." The world is changing so
fast that we may not need to do it at all."

For the short term, however, the
major reason for keeping the plan t
closed is its continuing threat to human
health. The plant still contains radiation-
contaminated waste, although plutonium
production was suspended in November
1989. Last spring about 60 pounds of
plutonium was discovered in several of
the plant's air ducts. Plutonium also has
migrated off the site to contaminate two
reservoirs that supply drinking water to
nearby communities.

Rocky Flats was built to fabricate
plutonium triggers for nuclear warheads.
It is the only, plant in the country capable
of producing the amount of plutonium
necessary to maintain the govemment's
Cold War requirements for a nuclear
deterrent.

Anti-war activists want to close the
plant permanently to end the nuclear
weapons industry. En~ironmentalists and
some politicians want the functions of
the plant moved away from the Denver
metropolitan area to reduce its safety and
environmental hazards.

Last month the Department of Ener-
gy announced that the Rocky Flats
weapons-producing capability would be
moved to a new location, but not until at
least 2004. Energy Secretary James
Watkins said the relocation is part of
DOE's new policy to streamline its
nuclear weapons complex.

Plutonium processing, however,
would resume at Rocky Flats later this
year and continue through the relocation.
This plan also includes almost two

decades of cleanup to remove radioac-
tive and toxic wastes from the site.

The functions of Rocky Flats could
be duplicated at other DOE facilities.
The Aherne Commission, an indepen-
dent watchdog group appointed by
Watkins to oversee nuclear plant
cleanups, said last November that Los
Alamos National Laboratory near Santa
Fe could be used to fabricate plutonium
for nuclear weapons.

DOE had rejected design money for
a Los Alamos plutonium facility. But it
is ready to test a facility at the Savannah
River weapons complex in South Caroli-
na that could handle the same work done
at Rocky Flats.

Greenpeace and other environmental
groups have challenged the Savannah
River plan because an Environmental
Impact Statement was not done before
construction started in 1983. But even if
it is allowed to proceed, the final facility
would be smaller than Rocky Flats.

While environmentalists, anti-nuclear
activists and govemment officials debate
the advisability of restarting Rocky Flats,
its labor force of about 8,000 faces a lay-
off of 2,000 jobs if DOE's 1992 budget is
cut as proposed. The House restored the
cut, but the Senate may not. Watkins
wants to maintain the current work force
at Rocky Flats in order to clean it up as
well as resume warhead production for
Trident submarines.

factors were behind the delays. Among
the most important

• An old Hanford plant known as B
Plant, which is needed to pre-treat liquid
wastes, won't meet RCRA standards.

• Construction of the vitrification
plant to glassify liquid wastes after they
have been pre-treated must be delayed
because a prototype at the Savannah
River Plant is behind schedule.

• Explosion hazards in Hanford's liq-
uid waste tanks aren't well enough under-
stood to justify trying to empty the tanks.

Although they acknowledge that
some delays may be justified, Northwest
citizen activists monitoring the Hanford
cleanup are skeptical of the DOE's
eleventh-hour delays.

"DOE knew about these problems
when they negotiated and signed the
Hanford cleanup agreement. The tank
explosion hazard was known for a dozen
years or so," said Jim Thomas, research
director of the Hanford Education Action
League of Spokane.

"Anybody in the mid-1980s could
have figured out that BPlant was not going
to meet RCRA rules. It's another classic
example of DOE's irresponsibility."

The proposed delays will be dis-
cussed in public workshops this month
in the Northwest Thomas said the Han-
ford league and other groups are likely to
urge DOE to go abead with the vitrifica-
tion plant construction while it decides
on an alternative for B plant

Some critics of the ambitious Han-
ford cleanup plan say the word
"cleanup" may turn out to be misleading.
They contend that it may only be feasi-
ble to protect groundwater and the
Columbia River from the most danger-
ous contamination, and then write off
Hanford in perpetuity as a "national sac-
rifice zone." Bob Alvarez, an aide to
Sen. Glenn, put it this way:

"!t's not enough to say let's clean up
the mess we created. We simply don't
know bow to go about it. It's possible that
the cleanup process may be as dangerous as
the production of the weapons themselves."...•

Karen Doot Steele is a repa1er for the
Spokesman-Review in Spokane,Washington.

Environmentalists note, however,
that only 400 workers at Rocky Flats are
involved in its cleanup, which indicates
where DOE's priorities lie. But the
plant's advocates say it needs to be oper-
ational even to decommission the U.S.' s
nuclear stockpile if and when there is a
nuclear weapons reduction treaty.

In the meantime, Congress's analyti-
cal arm, the Office of Technology
Assessment, has called DOE "unfit" to
clean up its nuclear weapons facilities at
Rocky Flats and its other sites. The OTA
report said there are not sufficient stor-
age facilities to hold the hazardous and
radioactive wastes under the timetable
outlined by DOE.

"The OTA report adds independent
confirmation that this is a problem of
enormous proportions and will require
yet- unavailable technology and trained
personnel to resolve it," Watkins admitted,

And at Rocky Flats, the uncertainty
over how bad the radioactive pollution is
still continues. Following the raid by the
Environmental Protection Agency and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation on
June 5, 1989, the federal grand jury coo-
sidering the evidence against Rocky
Flat's management has yet to issue any
reports or indictments,

••••
R.E. Baird is a reporter for the Col-

orado Daily in Boulder.
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Geological controversy haunts Nevada waste site
___ --<by N.S. Nokkentved

Broken only by an occasional
Joshua tree and yucca plant,
Yucca Mountain rises 1,500 feet

above a barren expanse of Nevada desert
known as Jackass Flats, where the
Department of Energy once test-fired
nuclear-powered rocket engines. This
six-mile-long ridge, about 100 miles
northwest of Las Vegas, may one day be
home to the nation's most deadly
garbage - highly radioactive spent reac-
tor fuel rods and other detritus of the
nation's 40- year experiment with nuclear
power.

Earthquake faults crisscross the sun-
scorched earth. Cinder cones stand as
testimony to past volcanic activity. Just
west of the proposed waste site, Ameri-
can and British nuclear weapons tests
have been blowing radioactive holes in
the ground of the Nevada Test Site for
the past 40 years.

The mountain is the latest stop on
the federal government's two-decade-
long search for a place to dispose of the
deadly waste. But it is by no means cer-
tain Yucca Mountain will be the last
stop. Like the mules that once accompa-
nied prospectors through this desert,
Nevadans have dug in their heels. Most
of the state's 1.1 million citizens and all
of its elected officials oppose the reposi-
tory. State officials have refused to grant
the necessary state permits that federal
scientists need to continue poking in the
ground.

"Without permits we can't dig a
trench, drill a hole or build a road,"
DOE's project manager, Carl Gertz,
said. "But we intend to comply with all
environmental regulations."

The issue is of more than passing
interest to states that store varying
amounts of high-level waste. Until a per-
manent waste disposal facility opens,
that waste will stay where it is.

In 1982, the federal Nuclear Waste
Policy Act directed DOE to locate and
study a number of potential repository
sites. Opposition to sites in eastern states
was vitriolic - and effective. The list
quickly was narrowed to three in the
West - the Hanford Nuclear Reserva-
tion in Washington, a site in Deaf Smith
County, Texas - and Yucca Mountain.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act
Amendments of 1987, dubbed the
"screw-Nevada bill," shortened the list
to one - Yucca Mountain. The act
requires DOE to build a repository for
the nation's nearly 77 ,000 tons of
radioactive and thermally hot nuclear
waste at a place where the deadly waste
can remain isolated for the next 10,000
years. DOE thinks it may have found a
likely spot below the surface of Yucca
Mountain. The department proposes to
dig a maze of underground tunnels
where waste sealed in metal canisters
would be placed - essentially forever.

Darwin J. Morgan, public affairs offi-
cer of the department's Yucca Mountain
Project Office, insists that the Hanford and
Texas sites were dropped because Congress
felt it was too expensive to study all three.
Without any scientific testimony, Congress
decided to study Yucca first because it was
the most promising.

'There was never any data that sup-
ports the contention that Yucca Mountain
was the most promising site," said Joe

~~~,i:~~~~;:~~oj~~n~:~::~~ :~rf~~~
borehole data from 'earlier investigations
were unusable, Strolin said; the records
were so poor that the data couldn't be
matched with the holes they carne from.

"They picked [Yucca Mountain]

Yucca Mountain, proposed site of the U.s. high-level nuclear waste repository ,

because Nevada doesn't have any politi- Two University of Utah scientists, Jay
cal clout," says Larry Henry, former Quade and Thure E. Ceding, theorize that
press secretary to Nevada Gov. Bob the deposits were formed by rainwater car-
Miller. DOE, however, says it picked rying Soilminerals into cracks in the rocks.
Yucca Mountain in part because of its Szymanski's theory, they argue, involves a
lack of substantial rainfall. Another rea- rise in the regional water table, such as dur-
son is the depth of the water table, which ing an ice age. Any future flooding of the
is some 800 feet below the proposed repository would require a return to glacial
nuclear graveyard. ' conditions, which they say is an unlikely

scenario.
Doug Rumble, a geochemist with the

Carnegie Institute of Washington, has a
theory similar to that of Cerling and Quade.
By analyzing groundwater at Devil's Hole,
a desert oasis 30 miles west of Yucca
Mountain, Rumble accurately predicted the
composition of deposits there, known as
calcites. The deposits are calcium carbon-
ate, which also forms limestone, marble
and oyster sheils. But groundwater compo-
sition under Yucca Mountain didn't match
the calcite found there. Neither did it match
the calcite found in Devil's Hole, he said.

"It is unlikely those calcites precipi-
tated from upwelling groundwater,"
Rumble explained. "Geochemically,
there's no match."

Rumble thinks the Yucca Mountain
deposits may have been formed instead
by wind-blown limestone dust, dissolved
and carried into cracks by rainwater. The .
calcite was deposited when the water
evaporated, "just like boiler scale."

But many questions remain unan-
swered about the mountain. Nobody has
analyzed the limestone dust, or the local
rainwater. "You've got to be standing
out there with a cup, waiting for it to
rain," Rumble said.

Rumble and Szymanski, like many
other scientists, aren't opposed to nucle-
ar energy or a deep geological repository
to house the waste it generates. But such
a site, Szymanski insists, ought to be
evaluated using reality as a yardstick, not
by trying to explain away evidence that
questions the feasibility of the site. And
from Rumble: "The only thing that both-
ers me is bad science."

One of DOE's own top geologists
says building the repository in
Yucca Mountain would be invit-

ing disaster.
"If you want to kill everything on

the planet, go ahead," said Jerry S. Szy-
manski, a physical scientist with the
department. Szymanski theorizes that
seismic activity around Yucca Mountain
could cause water to rise within the
mountain and flood the repository.

Szymanski says whitish deposits on
the dark gray rock, exposed by explo-
ration at the site, were left there by water
moving up from deep underground. "I'm
100 percent certain where those deposits
came from," he said. "I'm 100 percent
certain it will happen again."

The department already has spent $3
to $4 billion on studies at Yucca Moun-
tain, according to Henry, and "they
haven't even turned a shovelful of dirt
yet." But the department's plans for an
additional $4 to $6 billion worth of
research may be misdirected.

"It doesn't address the real ques-
tion," says Szymanski, whose expertise
is in geodynamics. He thinks it would
make more sense to measure stress in the
mountain.

Nevada is located in one of the most
seismically active regions in the United
States. Along with California and Alas-
ka, it ranks in the top three states subject
to. the most large earthquakes over the
past 150 years.

"That mountain is strained to a very
aggravated state." the Polish-born scien-
tist said. 'That thing must colIapse in the
not too distant future, and when that hap-
pens, the pressure change couid force
highly mineralized groundwater in the
fractures between rocks to the surface,
flooding the repository, corroding waste
containers and releasing radioactivity to
the surrounding ground and air."

Not everyone agrees with Szymanski.

Inspite of Szymanski's report, which
DOE has not released, and the
doubts of other scientists, the depart-

ment has told Congress there is no rea-
son to disqualify Yucca Mountain. Yet it
is not endorsing the site either. DOE
spokesman Morgan said the department

wants to continue its scientific studies.
After defeating a lawsuit by Nevada

to block further consideration of Yucca
Mountain, DOE resubmitted its permit
applications last October, and asked the
Federal District Court in Las Vegas to
force the state to issue the permits. And
in another maneuver, DOE Secretary
Watkins is seeking changes in the Nucle-
ar Waste Policy Act to usurp state envi-
ronmental enforcement authority that is
delegated under severalfederal laws.
Watkins's proposal was incorporated
into the national Energy Strategy
announced last month. Its nuclear power
section asks Congress to enact legisla-
tion that will ensure "the timely determi-
nation of the suitability of the Yucca
Mountain candidate repository site."

"They don't like playing by the
rules, so they change the rules to deprive
us of our legal rights," Gov. Mil1er said.
"And that's one of the reasons why we
won't accept the repository."

Jim Mulhall, press secretary to Sen.
Richard M. Bryan, D-Nev., said the senator
was appalled that an agency whose opera-
tions have resulted in a string of environ-
mental disasters would propose to assume
enforcement of environmental laws dealing
with its own operations. These include the
Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, which regulates hazardous' wastes as
well as solidwastes.

Watkins's proposed changes,
according to Mulhall, would remove any
meaningful independen t oversight of
DOE, and would prevent any court
injunctions against work at Yucca
Mountain.

"They've been given a mission and
they're going to find the site safe no
matter what the geotechnical data is,"
said Bob Loux, director of the state's
Nuclear Projects Office.

DOE spokeswoman Stephanie
Hanna said her agency was not seeking
self-compliance, but rather was looking
for an alternative agency to process per-
mits ifNevada continues to refuse.

••••
N.S. Nokkentved is an environmen-

tal reporter for The Times-News in Twin
Falls, Idaho.
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An inside view of the Rocky Flats plant
-------lluy Carol Jakubauskas

"Rocky Flats," my friend from Tucson
said. "What a pretty name. What do they do
there?"

An acquaintance: "You work at Rocky
Flats? I protest there."

When I went for the interview at Rocky Flats, after
the first screening by the temporary agency, it was a
bleak, gray, snowy day. The woman at the temporary
agency had told me to allow at least 30 minutes to get
through the guards at the west gate, "and don't expect
them to smile or act human," she added. They didn't
But they were efficient. Six of them in camouflage,
packing revolvers, inspected my truck in less than 60
seconds, then waved me through the gate.

Though: Rocky Flats is pushed up nearly against the
foothills of the Rocky Mountains west of Denver, it is
bleak terrain. Buildings are concrete or pre-fab portables,
induslrial, revealing nothing of what goes on inside of
them. Little vegetation relieves the bareness of the zone
through which I traveled to my job interview, the outer
zone of Rocky Flats where employees with minimum
security clearance work. Beyond two more guardhouses
and acres of fencing is the heart of Rocky Flats, the zone
you can enter only ifyou have a higher security clearance.
Even then you must pass through metal detectors so sensi-
tive a wedding ring can set them off.

The bleakness is oddly comforting. It is what one
would expect of a nuclear weapons plant. It says: Here
the tools of death are manufactured. Given the innuen-
does, the distortions and actual lies that have leaked out
of Rocky Flats over the years, along with radiation and
hazardous waste, its appearance, at least, doesn't
deceive. That's something.

To work at Rocky Flats, to work for EG&G
[Edgerton, Germestausen & Grier] in Colorado -
whether one actually works on plant site or in office
parks in Denver, in plutonium production, in the labs,
or in accounting or even the mailroom - involves
some degree of rationalization on an individual's part
The high wages may attract workers, but to stay
requires some adjustment in thinking. Many people
believe that to keep America strong in world politics,
Rocky Flats needs to stay open to continue producing
nuclear triggers for bombs. Others content themselves
by noting that they are not directly involved in produc-
tion. Some, in fact, are involved in cleaning up Rocky
Flats and have nothing to do with resumption of pro-
duction. I know one person who donates a portion of
each paycheck to an environmental group, a sort of
guilt payment. Still others feel that if someone must
work at Rocky Flats, it might as well be them. And
some, it is true, just don't care one way or the other, as
long as they can keep food on the table and make their
mortgage payments.

My rationalizations followed the "I'm not involved
in production SO it's okay" line of reasoning; it helped
that I had children to suppon and debts to climb out
from under, and that I simply couldn't find a job some-
where else. But there's always a reason - if not those,
some other ones.

I was hired to work in the library, under contract to
EG&G through a temporary agency. I worked in a sub-
urb of Denver, in an office park behind a shopping
mall. It looked like any other office building, except for
the sign on the door at the reception area: "Secured
area. Badges required." There are offices all around
Denver and Boulder where EG&G Rocky Flats
employees work.

"No one had gone into the classified doc-
ument vault that day, but my assistant didn't
know it, so when she went to recode the alarm
she instead set it off Next thing I know, eight
army guys with machine guns run into the
library, grab her badge from around her neck
and take mine too. They kept their guns
trained on us while they examined our
badges."

- Classified documents manager

. ..security officers are responding to
alarms in the low-ready position; that is, with
firearms drawn but not pointed at employees.
This position is an approved DOE proce-
dure ...

- U-p - F-r-o-n-t newsletter, Rocky Flats

Everyone who works at Rocky Flats, on-site or off,
wears a thin rectangular badge on a cord around the
neck. It's almost the size of a cassette tape. On the
front is your picture 1.0., on a blue or red background,
depending on your level of security clearance, along
with other symbols that tell a guard, or anyone who
needs to know, where you belong and where you can
go unesconed and escorted,

Workers on plant site, or those in the office parks
who often visit plant site, wear a dosimeter attached to
their badges. This is a clear plastic box containing sub-
stances that will indicate the levels of radiation you've
been exposed to. For off-site employees like myself,
the indicators are unnecessary, but on-site the levels are
. checked regularly. One woman in the Perimeter Securi-
ty Zone (near where, until recently, plutonium was
reclaimed and triggers were produced) has one of the
highest levels of the people in her building, even
though she has nothing to do with plutonium, produc-
tion or cleanup, just because she is often out running
errands around plant site.

It took my co-workers and me five weeks to get
our red "visitor - escon required" badges; it'S sup-
posed to take three to five days. The paperwork was

lost twice along the way as it passed from one supervi-
sor to another to another, to procurement to accounting
to access control. Without our badges, we were told,
we had no "man number" and hence no way of getting
passwords for the unclassified VAX computer system
to use the databases, part of our job. Finally, access
control called and scheduled us for photographs one
morning, at plant site.

While we were waiting for our mug shots, a guard
in camouflage walked into the building with a huge
German shepherd on heel, no leash. It was one of the
"scratch and sniff' dogs used at Rocky Flats to hunt
out explosives and drugs. The dog wore a thick gold
chain around its neck. Dangling from the chain was a
rectangular badge just like the ones the other employ-
ees wore, with the dog's photograph on it The dog had
a higher security clearance than any of us did.

It turned out the dog had come in for a new photo-
graph. The previously unsmiling cleri<now grinned and
crouched on the floor as other office workers gathered to
watch and laugh and offer advice. The dog sat on com-
mand and stared at the camera. Click. Then he lay down.
Click. The clerk handed the guard the instant pictures.
"That's his best side," he said, pointing to one.

Soon we received our badges. Now coming on
plant site was less of a hassle; we just flashed the
badges and were waved on through. We called comput-
er security to get our passwords for the VAX. Trans-
ferred several times, we finally Rot a voice on the other
end of the line that told us we didn't need "man num-
bers" to get passwords for the VAX. Our Social Securi-
ty numbers would have done as well. We had waited
five weeks for nothing, but that is the essence of work-
ing at Rocky Flats.

If it's not the incredibly thick layer of bureaucracy
that often frustrates, it'S the territoriality of the unions. In
some cases, union ntles are applied to a ridiculous degree.

In one case, plutonium production workers were
idled because production was shut down. They still
showed up for work, spending their days in the library
on plant site, reading and talking. The librarian, who
had no janiturial help because of the security clearance
required just to be in that building, had had to add vac-
uuming the library to her list of duties, which already
had her coming in early and working late. But the idled
production workers couldn't give her a hand even if
they wanted to -" union regulations prohibited it.
When one worker did vacuum the library for her, he
made sure no one else was around to report him.

Mission and Values for EG&G Rocky
Flats; Mission: To produce nuclear weapons
components for the Department of Energy
consistent with our values and with the utmost
regard for ensuring safety, quality and protec-
tion of the environment.

- memo.to EG&G employees
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On the front cover of the EG&G Rocky Flats job
application, below the company logo and the seal of
the Department of Energy, a statement reads: "Rocky
Flats is primarily a metal production and chemical pro-
cessing plant with heavy emphasis on production-relat-
ed research. Production activities include foundries,
fabrication shops, chemical recovery and purification
processes and associated quality control functions."

Inside it gets meatier. On the "Employment Suitabili-
ty and Security Questionnaire," it says straight out 'This
plant is a major facility in the United States' national
defense systemsand plays a major role in the development
and production of components for nuclearweapons."

Presumably if you have gone so far as to open the
application and fill it out, by the time you reach this
statement you are entitled to know to just what end this
"metal production and chemical processing plant" lis
dedicated. Will it make a person stop for a moment and
think about what they might be getting into? Over
6,000 people work for EG&G Rocky Flats, in one
capacity or another. The reality is, most of them intend
to keep working there as long as they can.

When Rocky Flats first opened, the Denver news-
papers hailed the plant as a valued addition to the local
'economy and a vital force in preserving American
strength overseas. It was the 1950s, and Rocky Flats
could do no wrong. But after a fire in 1969 in which
doses of radiation were released into the atmosphere,
public opinion began to turn against the plant, and
opposition to its existence began to be heard.

In 1989 the FBI raided Rocky Flats and found
numerous violations of health and safety regulations.
Rockwell International, the DOE contractor running the
plant at the time,was fired and EG&G took over.Plutoni-
um production shut down at the plant and cleanup opera-
tions began. Pounds of plutonium were discovered in the
air ducts of several buildings. In another case improper
mixing of hazardous waste with concrete 'had resulted in
virtually unstorable radioactive sludge instead of the easy-
to-store hardened blocks that should have resulted. Over
100 new workers were hired in occupational safety, pollu-
tion control, and hazardous waste control, to bring the
plant up to government standards. Depending on who you
talk to, resumption of plutonium production and weapons
manufacturing could occur within the year, within the
decade, or never.
-r-Whcn the managers .at Rocky Platsrold' their

departments that production might be transferred to

LETTERS
CORRECTION

Dear HCN,
The High Country Citizens'

Alliance is concerned that you gave us
the credit for leading the grassroots
movement to prevent transmountain
diversion from the Gunnison River's
upper basin (HCN, 2/25/91). While we
have played a leadership role in the
water court cases, and have put signifi-
cant effort into grassroots education and
organizing, we are not the only group
doing these things.

HCCA's president, G;Uy Sprung,
wrote the story about the situation, but
did not attribute all leadership to HCCA.
When you edited his writing, you created
a false impression.

The other parties in the legal and
political battle have valid reasons to lake
issue with the statement. The People
Opposing' Water Export Raids
(POWER), Crystal Creek Homeowners,
Upper Gunnison River Water Conser-
vancy District, and others have played
major roles in the grassroots efforts to
stop the Front Range cities' plans.

The coalition among diverse inter-
ests was difficult to create and is one of
the best things happening in our county.
We hope that lour statement will not
make it more difficult for HCCA to work
with these groups.

Gary Sprung
Laura Anderson

Board of Directors, HCCA
Crested Butte, Colorado

Savannah River, S.C., employees were stunned. Even
someone seemingly far removed from production, a
computer trainer at EG&G, expressed worry that his
job would be affected.

...Value #2 - We are ethical and honest
and value integrity and open communications.
Be ethical and honest and tell it like it is.

- statement of mission and values
from employee memo

At any time, employees at plant site can be interrupred
by a voice coming from loudspeakers posted in every
building. One Friday, the voice, generic and male,
addressed the issues Rocky Flats plant workers would see
over the weekend in the press and on the news, issues hav-
ing to do with Rocky Flats. In this case, several security
guards at the Flats had been arrested for off -duty use of
cocaine, and more arrests were expected. Sure enough, that
night on the news and the next day, the arrests were prime
copy in print and on television.

EG&G works from a public-relations perspective
different from that of the sweep-it-under-the-carpet-
and-hope-it-doesn't-smell school. The EG&G philoso-
phy: Tell it now before someone else tells on you, but
make it palatable, and emphasize your openness and
sincerity in having disclosed it yourself.

A bi-monthly newsletter and a monthly slick
newspaper keep workers "informed" of activities at
Rocky Flats. Both publications are cheerleaders for the
new management philosophies and slogans that arise
daily from the general manager's office. These slogans,
the "mission and values" of EG&G Rocky Flats, are
simplistic and gung-ho. They make the task of ready-
ing the plant for resumption of plutonium operations
sound like merely' a case of applying enough elbow
grease and willpower, and a dose of wishful thinking.

When we ordered publications for the various
departments at Rocky Flats, 'we could generally tell
which department was involved in resumption, howev-
er indirectly, and which was not. If the employee's
manager had approved a requisition form despite the
absence of a price, that department was probably
involved in resumption; if they needed something,
price was no object. On the other hand, if an employee
submitted a requisition form but requested pricing

.. inforniatibJi first, chances' were t1iiitiliai department
had to watch its budget and had little to do with

NEVER ON SUNDAY

Dear HCN,
How sad to read of artist Linda

Raynolds' troubles in fighting off the
advances of the Denver oil company.

The Eagle Nest ranch certainly
deserves saving for its historical signifi-
cance, in that Col. Tim McCoy was one of
Wyoming's brightest luminaries. Although
he was born in Michigan, no one doubted
his authenticity as a cowboy after seeing
him star in War Paint. It is worth remem-
bering, also, that Tim McCoy served as
Wyoming's adjutant general.

Michael Milstein made one minor
technical error in his article, however;
McCoy was not a "Sunday matinee idol,"
since little kids didn't go to the shoot-tern-
up Westerns on Sundays during the 19208.
Saturday afternoon was when we watched
Tim McCoy, Ken Maynard, Buck Jones
and other stars, alongwith episodes of var-
ious "cliff-hanger" serials at the neighbor-
hood theater.

Robert P. Turner
Denver, Colorado

THE ROCK THAT BURNS

Dear HCN,
Jon Klusmire's report (HCN, 2/25f}I)

on Lawrence LivermoreLabs' latest ploy in
the shale game in western Colorado is lap-
dog journalism of the type seen daily from
the White House and Pentagon press corps
mutts. When reporters simplyregurgitate the
press agentry of corporations and govern-
ment as if they, the reporters, had IJOmemo-
ry or knowledge of historyand had done no
homework, they will ask no probing ques-
tions and raise no serious issues, challenge
no assumptions norconfront any lies.

resumption activities. The hottest items we ordered
were publications from a company called Lab Safety
Supply, EPA reports on hazardous waste treatment, and
copies of the Code of Federal Regulations. Now and
then we did order books on nuclear weapons, the bible
in the field being The Nuclear Weapons Databook, an
"everything you always wanted to know about nuclear
weapons" type of book.

The oddest things we handled were requests for sub-
liminal tapes. Apparently EG&G had had everyone at the
plant and off-site tested by some counseling flrm to deter-
mine employees' psychological and emotional strengths
and deficiencies. People were then given a list of sublimi-
nal tapes they should listen to to correct those "deficien-
cies." The tapes ran the gamut from "Becoming More
Patient" to "How to Radiate Warmth and Charisma," Shy-
ness, overeating, procrastination and lack of creativity
were also tackled on subliminal tapes, the words masked
by "easy listening" music. One man called me soon after
he checked out a subliminal tape. "It's IJOtworking," be
said. I quoted him the wordsprinted on all the tapes - that
they had to be used for at least a month for results to occur. ...
"No, no," he insisted. "Something is wrong with the tape.
All it plays is music."

Despite the intrusive security measures, it was
often quite easy to forget that I was working for a
nuclear weapons plant. In time I might have become
quite comfortable and reconciled in my mind to work-
ing there. But my position was cut in the DOE's budget
shuffle, and so the decision to work somewhere else
was made for me - luckily, I think now.

Rocky Flats employees are told to keep a low pro-
file in the communities where they live, but before I
even heard this, I had already told my kids to say that I
worked for "a library" or maybe "EG&G," but not
"Rocky Flats." But when my kids asked what EG&G
made, I couldn't sterilize the truth as the EG&G job
application does and say it is a chemical and metal pro-
cessing plant. I told them the truth: "EG&G makes
parts for bombs."

"Do you make bombs?" they asked.
"No, no," I assured them. "I work in the library. I

have nothing to do with that."
But I lied. ••••""~'- ,. .'CarofJalcubausbs: a f;ee-Iance-wrlter and teacher .

lives in Boulder, Colorado.

Klusmire does not write from the insu-
lated pseudo-sophistication of some New
York skyscraper. He has lived here and
written about shale and energyevents for a
decade. Accordingly he might have
informed readers that the last time the Dr.
Strangeloves at Lawrence Livermore got
interested in western Colorado, they came
bearing atomic bombs. That was the late
1960s, when Edward "Father of the H-
bomb" Teller and his Livermorecolleagues
cooked up their "peaceful atom" projects,
including 200 planned undergroundatomic
blasts to "develop" natural gas in deep, tight
formations in northwestern Colorado. The
now defunct Atomic Energy Commission
and its corporate partners issued an endless
stream of half-truths, lies and public rela-
tions puffery which the press of the time
dutifully transmitted, no serious questions
asked. Four bombs were exploded at pro-
jects Rulison and Rio Blanco before the
madness stopped.

Klusmire includes a discussion of
Occidental Petroleum and its various ven-
tures and ploys in shale. Yet he gives no
indication that this is the very same Occi-
dental notorious for toxic waste dumping
at Love Canal, Hicksville, N.Y.; Mon-
tague, Mich.; Lathrop, Calif.; Hopewell,
Va.; and other sites. The same Occidental
is now on trial as the state of New York
seeks $250 million in punitive damages for
Oxy's role at Love Canal,

Klusmire's former colleagues at
Amory Lovins' Rocky Mountain Insti-
tute or the energy experts 'at the World-
watch Institute could have provided
cogent assessments of the latest shale
ploys. And the Citizens' Committee on
Hazardous Waste or the Greenpeace
Toxics Campaign could have given data
on Occidental. Or is Klusmire's position

that corporate press agents offer golden
grains of tmth, while citizen activists and
organizations are the dread domain of
unprofessional advocacy joumalism?

Mainstrealn joumalists have no diffi-
culty digging up and reciting the complete
criminal record, birth-order rank and job
history of any Joe Blow charged with aulD
theft. But in a corporate-ruled society, they
get numb, dumb and mum about the track,
records of corporations and government
agencies. From a daily press beholden to
business advertisers, often interlinked in
mega-corporations, one expects such obse-
quious servility. From HeN many of us
expect more depth and probity.

Chester McQueary
Parachute, Colorado

Jon Klusmire replies:

Chester, glad to see you're still alive
and well and raising hell. Please go
through your old Slacks of HCN and find
my Sept. 10, 1990, shale story. There _
you will find Amory Lovins' assessment
that shale won't make sense at $40 or
$100 a barrel.

The recent story was intended to
show that the government has a long his-
tory of dumping our money into oil
shale, regardless of results or analysis
such as Lovins', and seems to be plan-
ning to do so again. Thus, it was what I
refer to as a "first alert" story, since
everything is pure speculation at this
point The time for citizens' groups and "'-
environmental organizations to "hit the
barricades" is still far away.

I could write an entire issue on the
rock that has burned western Colorado
time and again.

..




